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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

NO. 180.

ure which promises to precipitate the
first test of strength is the contention
that Ixirimerj enso,dn lesul parlance,
is "res judicata" or has h'eea once decided hy the senate and cannot be ie- opened. A majority of the committee
which made the second investigation
holds that Lorimer cannot be tried
again on practically the same charges
on which the senate, by a vote of 16
to 40, acquitted him March 1, 1911
Th minority holds that this reason
ing.does not apply to Senator Lnrt
mer's case.
In the two years that Senator lxri- uier'g election has been under fire it
has furnished probably more sensa
tion that any other case of its kind.
Mr. Loritner was elected by the Illinois
legislature on May 27, 1009, after a
the
prolonged deadlock
jn which
names of more than one hundred can
didates, democrats and republicans
had been presented
unsucessfully.
However, It was not until nearly a
year later that the validity of his
election was challenged when the
now famous "confession" of Charles
A. White ,a meiriber of the Illinois
legislature, was published, charging
that he had received $1,000 from Lee
O'Neill Browne, democratic leader of
the Illinois house of representatives,
in return for his vote for Senator Ixrl-meand also.$900 as a share of a
"general corruption fund".
Then in rapid succession followed a
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Washington, June 4. The second
trial of Senator Lorimer of Illinois
on the charge of having been elected
in
by 'corrupt methods, was begun
by
a
with
speech
senate
today
the
Senator Kern of Indiana, a member
of the investigating committer, who
signed the minority report agains'
Lorimer.
Senator Kern gave especiU atten
tion tn thn nlea that the case had
been settled by the senate's vindica
That plea, he said,
tion last year.
Vin1 noe.Ti reached, onlv at the last
moment He said he would not ad
mit its validity, it had come too late
and that the plea itself was "res Judicata."
Reminding the senate that, under
the constitution, the senate is the
Judge of the qualifications of Its own
members, Mr. Kern contended it was
competent for that body to proceed
at any time In any matter involving
the integrity of its membership.
"There was no suggestion by Senator Lorimer or anyone on his behalf
that the senate had not ample power
of his
to make a
case," Bald Senator Kern. "He tacitly acquiesced in the senate's action.
He appeared in person and by counsel before the committees during the
all witinvestigation,
nesses called by the committee and
examining scores of witnesses in his
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200 Miners Strike.
Mons, Belgium, June 4. Two thousand miners struck today in protest
against the maintenance of the pres- THE LAWYER
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El Paso, Texas, June 4. The main
forces of federals and rebels near
Chihuahua are not likely to meet for
at least a week because of the destruction ot portions of the Mexican
Central railroad.
Generals 'Villa and Rabago, witn a
large force of federal cavalry, are
moving towards Chihuahua from the
southwest, their flank movement being expected to harass General Or- ozco s rear, when the main columns
oj General Huerta are brought north
of the railroad.
Another flank movement is said to
have been begun by the federals
from the east The rebels have sent
a large force of cavalry westward
to check Generals Villa and Rabago,
!but as yet, no men have started
eastward.
General Orozco expects the main
engagement to be fought at Bach- imba, a mountain pass 46 miles south
of Chihuahua, which he now Is forti- fying, but whether General ITuc 'ti M
federal irootU wil.l a?c?ut ; Uie
challenge or move his troops arountt
behind Bachimba and into Chihuawhich rebel
hua, is an alternative
scouting parties have been unable to
determine.
Rebel scouts report that a small
force of federal cavalry has come as
far north as Santa Rosalia, Bixty
miles
south of Bachimba, but declare that General Huerta has made
no attempt to reconstruct, the lines
north of JIminez. Progress overland
with heavy artillery would he difficult and slow. ,
So confident is General Orozco that
there is no immediate danger of an
attack by General rfuerta's main
columns that he has sent General
Francisco Del Tori southward to reThe knowledge
take Santa Roslla,
that a battle, even at Bachimba, 46
miles away from Chihuahua, is not
Imminent for several days has reliev
ed the tension that existed there for
some time.
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Steever Will Remain.
Washington June 4. Oolonel K.
Z. Steever, commanding the United
States cavalry along the Mexican
border line and who has been acting
commander of the department of
Texas since the death of Brigadier
General Duncan, will be retained
there, at least until ihe appointment
of a new brigadier to succeed General Duncan.
This was announced today by Major General Wood, chief of
staff.
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HE HAD INQUIRED AS TO WHO
Convents Are Assaulted.
WAS PUTTING UP FOR THE
Ghent, Belgium, June 4. A score
OF COUNTRY.
GAME
o' persons were wounded In a tight
with gendarmes. Mobs attacked several convents, breaking the windows ol
REVOLT AGAINST CLERICALS the
BIG SENSATION
"The rioters also CAUSES A
buildings.
smashed all the windows in the stores
THE CHURCH PARTY IS THE OB on Revpral streets
STATEMENT OF WITNESS AROUSJECT OF ATTACK BY THE
ES INTEREST IN LOS
WOOL MOVEMENT SLOW.
MALCONTENTS.
ANGELES
Boston, June 4. With all old domestic wool practically gone, interest
Brussels, Bejgium,. June 4. The is increasing in the new territory
Los Angeles, Calif., June 4. Samuel
riots in Belgium have clip. Actual movement is
bead of the American FedeGompers,
reported
taken on a revolutionary character. as moderate, as growers snow a ten- ration of Labor, sent the monew diFollowing Jast night s troubles at dency to mark up prices. A major- rect to Clarence S. Darrow, which
Liege and other places, the socialist ity of sales of new Montana wool Franklin has testified was used In the
central committee declared today have been atJ19 cents, but a few bribery of George N. Lockwood, aca general choice lots have
that it would proclaim
brought 20 cents, in cording to Bert Franklin, under crosa
strike tomorrow.
the fleece wool states, dealers claim examination today in the trial of DarAt Antwerp one battalion of scouts prices are unsatisfactory. It is re- row, alleged Jury bribery in connecand a section of artillery of the civn ported that 24 cents la being paid tor tion with the McNamara cases.
guard joined the manifesiantB. They good Michigan wool on the cars. Fine Franklin said Mr. Darrow had given
rebelled against the police authorities washed Ohio. Delaine brings 30 cents. bim this information.
and vented their feelings in demolFranklin testified at the same time
The clerical press
that Darrow had told him he need not
HIT A REPORTER ,
ishing windows.
demands
the dispersal, of these
Washington, June 4. Representa- worry about Job Harriman being imIn addition to the troubles tive Thomas of Kentucky and Joseph plicated in the case, Harriman, Dartroops.
at Liege and Verviers where gen- Annin, a reporter, engaged in a fight row told the witness, could account
darmes fired upon a crowd, killing in a corridor of the house office build- for his visit to the safe deposit vault
or wounding more than fifty persons, ing today, over a newspaper story the morning he secured the $4,000 by
were two children, which Thomas claimed was Inaccur- the fact that he took out $500 to pay
among whom
there was less seriouB rioting at ate and misrepresented him. Airnin's a mortgage, said Franklin.
Bruges, Tournai, Ghent, Louvain, Ant- friends seperated the two men before
The conversation in which Gompers'
much damage was done.
werp and in this city.
name was mentioned was incidental to
n

Several Jesuit colleges and Catholic institutions were attacked and the
windows Smashed,
"the gendarmes
charged the rioters with broadswords.
Several persons were killed and a
score wounded in the exchange or volmounted gendarmes
leys between
and rioters at Leige.
The fatal encounter occurred neai
the socialists' headquarters known as
Pepulaire. Firing revolvers in the
air,, the protestants advanced through

TODAY IN CONGRESS.

1

Washington, June 4. Senate: Senator Kern In speech arraigned Senator Lorimer, charging his election
was due to corrupt methods.
Resumed consideration of legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill.
House: Resumed consideration of
sundry civil bill.
Ways and means committee reported Underwood cotton tariff revision
bill.

Judiciary committee, in executive
session, decided to undertake a quiet
investigation of the "beef trust."
Money trust Investigating committer decided to hold hearings in New
York, beginning Thursday.

FOWLER TO FLY
Kansas City, Mo., June 4. Robert G.
Fowler, Che av.'ior wno more than a
year ago survive'.! a serios of accidents
in an attempted flight from the Pacific to the Atlantic ocean, will start
on a flight from here to Omaha next
Saturday morning.

SENATE SPRINGS A

the street sacking stores and cafes as
they went. After they had arrived at
SENATORIAL VOTE
the headquarters several shots were
fired from within upon the mounted
gendarmes.
The commandant, thinking the sol- FALL LEADS THE REPUBLICANS;
JOINT BALLOT WILL BE TAKdiers were about to be overwhelmed,
EN TOMORROW
sevto
and
fire at will
gave the order
eral persons fell in the hail of bullets,
Santa Fe, N. M., June 4. The state
that followed, some being instantly
senate sprung a surprise this noon by
killed.
At Liege enormous damage was balloting for a .United States senator
done by the rioters last night. Today to succeed Albert B. Fall, whdse term
the streets were piled high witn brok- exprise March 4, 1913. The ballot reen tables, chairs, beams, planks and sulted:
Albert B. Fall 15; W.
Republicans
stones, the arms used hy the mob in
B. F. Pankey 1.
H.
1;
Andrews,
attacks upon the police.
Democrats
Summer Burkhart, 1;
The tramways were wrecked,
in
Felix Martinez 3; E. C. de Baca, 2;
the PlaceSt. Lambert, the rioters ov.
H. B. Fergusson 1.
erturned the street cars and used
house took no ballot but
The
them as barricades from behind
noon the senate will march to
which they hurled missiles at the pothe house for a joint ballot.
lice, injuring several. The favorite
The senate took the ballot under
cries of the manifestants are those
the federal law requiring such ballot
demanding the administrative separa- the Tuesday after official notification
tion of the Flemish and the Walloon
of an impending vacancy the notifiSomeof the newspapers cation having been received from the
provinces.
sentiment among
report a growing
clerk of the United States senate
the working classes in the Walloon
last Wednesday. The house has on
districts ot the southeast In favor record a resolution
against a joint
of annexation to France. Fifty thousession for a senatorial ballot and the
will be
sand additional reservists
house majority will fight bitterly the
called out, it was said today; The
Senator Fall and has
effort to
agitatioa is spreading throughout the with It the democratic minority of the
country.
senate. .
The socialist leaders declare they
The action of the senate was the'
made a mistake in entering into a result of a
long conference held last
coalition' with the liberals at the renight hy the republican members of
cent election. Henceforth they will that branch of the legislature. What
struggle separately. The new cham- the house will do Is problematical, as
ber of deputies will contain 101 cler- the situation there is unchanged. The
icals, 44 liberals, 39 socialists and democrats hurriedly have sent out a1
two democrats, or a clerical majority call for a
gathering of their forces.but
of 16 over the opposition coalition.
whether they will he able to cut any
There are several new seats this great amount ot ice in the senatorial
year of which the socialists captured situation remains to be seen.
four, though most of them went to
The houBe this morning passed a
the clericals. Paul Hymans, the lib- county salaries bill. The measure is
eral leader, Issued an appeal to the Bill No. 200 and provides less salaries
liberals not to resort to violence but than does that recently passe by the
to continue the .fight within consti- senate. The effect of the passage of
tutional limits. It is believed that two different bills by the two houses
will have the effect of .throwing the
any spread of the agitation will
in trouble among the socialist two measures into a joint conference
working classes. The miners at Se- - with small probability of agreement
.
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AUDACITY SOCIALISTS WILL ENDEAVOR TO
STOP WORK IN ALL PARTS

THE SESSIONS WILL BE OPEN BATTLE NOT EXPECTED SGON
NATIONAL

K

GO'iIPERS PUT UP

siles. The latter charged repeatedly
and when the rioters refused to dis- perse.opened fire. Thirty of the mob
fell killed or wounded. Seven gendarmes were injured. Many arrests
FRANKLIN
were made.

SER-IOU- S

EXTENT.

STRIKE

raing, Jemeppe anii Flemalle Grande
have Btruck.
Gendarmes Are Attacked.
ervlers, Belgium, June 4. A mob
today assailed gendarmes with mis

STRIFE

TO SEND FORCE SOUTHWAHy
TO MEET ENEMIES.

UNLESS

t

j

ti t

ent government,

Chicago, June 4. Theodore Roosevelt's determination to renew the
f,lght on Senator Roo.i tor temporary
chairman and to bend every effort to
his defeat when the republican na
tional convention is opened June 18,
series of sensational "confessions" by caused general unrest today among
other members of the legislature. the republican leaders and national
These confessions, however, were later committeemen who already have ar
modified or repudiated with the ex rived for the
work.
other m..
ception of White's.-TIt was apparent that the Roosevelt
claimed they had received the money leaders in the west had expected no
out of a general fund and not In re- fight against Senator Root's appoint
turn for their x Lorimer, votes and in ment, but Alex H. Revell and Ed
some cases charged intimidation by ward Wims declared themselves in
Cook county authorities to wring the accord with Colonel Roosevelt Victor
confessions from them.
Rosewater of Omaha, acting chairLee O'Neill Browne, who was charg- man of the national committee, said
ed with distributing "Lorimer money" the action of the
on
was acquitted by a Jury and other In- arrangements
in picking
Senator
dictments were quashed. (Charges of Root was final unless some member
Jury bribing in the Browne case were of the national committee demanded
unsustained In court
that It be reviewed by the full comA committee of the United States mittee.
senate reported that the charges of
It Is said an active Roosevelt man
corruption were not proved and held on the national committee may bring
sear
Senator Lorimer's title to his
up for review the appointment ot
Taltd. Immediately thereafter the Il Root,-buthe committee, it is believlinois senate appointed a committee ed will sustain Chairman New and
of its own to investigate, and this his
throwing the fight
committee reported that Lorimer on the floor of the convention. That
would, not have been elected without open
hearing of the contest cases are
to be taken up by the national com(Continued on Page Four)
mittee Friday is apparently assured.
Acting Chairman Rosewater is
highly favorable to such action, since
REBEL MOVEMENT
President Taft and Colonel Roosevelt
behalf.
have both asked for it.
Mr. Kern declared that If any of
said the committee
the committee believed that questions
GAINING POWER Mr. Rosewater
undoubtedly would reach Its decision
ibeing investigated were Yres Judi-on each contest behind closed doors,
cata" they were strangely reticent In
after the arguments had been made.
not mentioning it, while permitting
THE QUBAN GOVERNMENT MAY
Up to today, contests In 230 cases
the continuation of the- - investigation
SUSPEND CONSTITUTIONAL
have been announced and more are
at a cost of more than $50,000. He
GUARANTEES
Former Senator Charles
expected.
refused to concede that the proceedDick
of
President Taft's
civil
a
to
Ohio,
action
were
ings
analagous
Washington, June 4. The rebel
said upon his arrival
at law, but argued that, if they were, movement
is reported gaining strength
from Washington that he Btrongly
the granting of a new trial, even on
and conditions are becoming
rapidly
favored the open hearings. Ormsby
the "sola ground of newly discovered worse,
according to advices received
McHarg, the Roosevelt contest attor-evidence, opened the case for a com- at the state
department today from the
has long favored such action.
ney,
plete reinvestigation.
Lam ay a and Fidelity company, an
"The impression prevails that Col"It now is too late for Senator Lori- American concern at Lamaya. This
onel Roosevelt opposed open hearings
mer to he permitted to urge this recimpany reports the destruction ot
four years ago," said Mr. JMcHarg.
markable defense," declared Senator fields,
loss
of
stores
and
the
buildings,
is not true. We urged open
"That
Kern.
live stock by rebel operations..
Mr. Kern said he believed the first
sessions, hut the national committee
refused our request
investigation had been incomplete
To Suspend Guarantees
"The committee has no reason for
and had failed to develop facts which
no
'
'a
June
ques-Havana,
must have been accessible.
Senator tion but that conKren
ing the newspaper men
at a apecial
Lorimer occupied a seat near Mr.
this afternoon will pass the sion to the arguments of cases," said
Kern, giving careful attention to his bill authorizing the president to sua-- ActinS Chairman Rosewater. ,"lf the
,..,.,
i
.i ,v,
principals themselves want the ses- arraignment. There were many visit
,,(,.ii
ors In the gallery. Senator Kernjmit tnere Is doubt as to whether the!sion open- the committee nas never
praised the personal reputation of president will make the decree apply cond,,?ted 'star criamDer proceedings,'
Mr. Lorimer, and said that but forjt( the whole island or to the prov-'01attorneys for both sides have
been present when cases were ar- his convictions regarding the 'gravity mce 0f Qriente only.
of the charges, he would not be found
jfanv dlsouletinir r,imors regarding 5ed."
The small group of active political
engaged In the disagiible task of a susdIcIous 'movements of nezroen in
'
prosecutor. '
Havana and vicinity were afloat last leaders here is expectantly watching
With Lorimer holding conferences night. One baud is reported to have (trains for the arrival of Senator Dix-leMcKin-othe- r
with friends and organising defense,
the city durihR' the night. An- - j on. Representative William B.
or
some
of
William
and Senator Kern of Indiana ready to
Barnes,
Jr.,
armed band is reported in the ley.
open the fight against him with a vicitny of Wajay. "Several
of the other eastern opposing generals,
The inability of S. A. Perkins,
speech in the senate today, attention suspected negroes have been made in
has focji&ed upon the noted election
One of these is believed toP"b'ican national committeeman from
case which is likely to be the princi- be an emissary sent hy General Este-no- z Washington state, to be present by
to start an uprising in the western of an accident has raised the probpal topic of consideration in the senate for at least the next two weeks provinces. The government today was ability to today that William Barnes,
and possibly may prolong the session still without news from Oriente.
Jr., New York, may hold a proxy 'in
of congress.
the committee and marshal the Taft
Senators Lea and Kenyon, who, with
ISMAY SAID "O. K."
forces to the fight in that body beMr. Kern, are the minority of the LoriLindon, J:u(ne 4. J. Bruce Ismay fore the national convention. William
mer investigating committee, holding told the Rritish court of inquiry today L. Ward, committeeman from New
that the Illinois senator's election was that it had been planned to drive the York, will lead the Roosevelt forces.
brought about by ocrruption, are Titanic at full speed during a few favready to join In the fight against the orable hours of her maiden trip p
NEW YORK COTTON.
majority report exonerating Mr. Lori- that he considered Captain Smith fulNew York,
mer.
June "4. Cotton Spot
ly Justified In going at full speed
While the whole question of the va- through the ice region so long as closed quiet and five points higher;
middling
lidity of the election is the prlnlcapl weather conditions made It possible to middling uplands 11.45;
consideration before the senate, a feat- - see ice ahead.
gulf 11.70; no sales.
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The best some can do
is express others'

re-su-

a newspaper account purporting to
show that the $4,000 used in the Lock-woo- d
case had been marked muney.
"I asked Mr. Darrow," said Frank- lin, "if he had seen in the papers that
the. district attorney had traced the
money from' the safe deposit vault Into the hands of Mr. Darrow and from
there Into my hands; also that it was
marked money. I asked Mr. Darrow
if there was any way for the money
to bo traced. He said that the money
was sent direct to him by Samuel
Gompers."

"

Franklin also testified to another
conversation with the defendant lathe course of which he said Darrow
had asked him for a description of the ,
cells and accommodations at the San
Quentin and Folsom prisons.
"I told him the best I could," continued the witness. V"I was thinking
seriously about that myself."
Questiined as ti conversations following his arrival with Attorney
Davis, Franklin claimed the
privilege of declining to answer on the
ground that Davis was his attorney.
He declared that be did not intend to
draw Davis into the case.
Chief Counsel Rogers for the defense claimed that Franklin waived all
privileges when he took the stand for
the prosecution. Judge Hutton ruled
that Franklin was not privileged to
hold any conversations with his attorney. Franklin then told of conversa's
tions with Davis concerning the
effort to procure his release upon payment of a fine.
"Did you ever tell Mr. Davis that
Mr. Lockwood had solicited a bribe
of you and that ypu wanted to catch
him?" asked Rogers.
Yes, I think it was in the office
of Mr. Gage," was the reply. "I told
Mr. Davis that Lockwood came to my
office and solicited a bribe." Frank
lin said he had made this statement
to Davis after the latter had arranged for his plea if guilty.
Rogers drew from the witness the
statement that Davis had toldhim to
say that money used In bribing Lock-wol- d
had been sent to him from Chicago. Franklin denied, that he had
ever told a group of newspaper men
at his preliminary examination that
Darrow had nothing to do with the
alleged Jury bribery. He also denied
making substantial statements to
newspaper men avowing Darrow's inA number of such statenocence.
ments were read by Rogers and each
denied by Franklin.
te

lat-ter-

(Continued

on Page 4)
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DURING FINAL

VEEtt
GALLERIES
OF
LEGISLATIVE
HALLS IN SANTA FE ARE
FILLED WITH PEOPLE

Santa Fe. N, M., Juue 4. The galleries again have visitors the house
is once more crowded with spectators
and the press table force is doubled,
all it) anticipation of lively sessions
this week. However, the steam roller
worked smoothly yesterday without
trouble. The ways and means committee kept the house waiting some time,
but considered every measure on the
calendar, there being 30 mills in addition to the five good roads measures.
Of these 30, It, including the special
order bills the drainage and artesian
well acts were marked for passage.
Five were destined to be tabled while
the others were passed over for the
present.
On motion of Llewellyn, the calendar was suspended toy unanimous concent, and the Holt pood roads bills 161
to 164, were reported favorably by
Llewellyn, chairman of the steering
committee.

Senate
The senate knuckled right down to
business yesterday. The numerous
bills reported out of committee were
at once taken up under suspension of
the rules and disposed' of.
Senate Bill No. 171, by Walton, relative to the qualification of voters, was
passed. So was Senate Bill No. 181
the Crampton primary election bill.
Favorable reports were made on
the Senate Bill No. ISO, to mark the
Senate
boundary between counties.
Bill No. 191, the state library board
hill, which Is Identical with the bill
introduced in the house by Chaves.
By the finance committee: Senate
Bill No. 174, exempting new industries
rrom taaxtion. Senate BUI No. 172.
providing reevnnes, for the public
schools; House Bill No. 255, and Senate Bill No. 146, for the improvement
of the Rio Grande.
By. the committee on railroads:
House Bill No. 22, limiting the con
tinuous hours of service; House Bill
No. 44, prohlbltng black listing.
My the committee on private and
municipal corporations, Senate Bill
No. 57, while House Bill No. 104, defining the powers of mayors was not
favorably reported.
House Bill No. 149, in reference to
draina e, was referred to the comm
tee on judiciary, on recommendation of
the committee on finance. The finance committee reported unfavorably Senate Mill No. 150 and
House Bill No. 157, relating to

House
The house concurred in the amendments of the senate to house bill No.
153, regarding liens for water rent, by
a vote of 44 to 0.
Senate Bill No. 164, providing for a
etate auto license of $10 a year on
each automobile, except tourists who
are exempt for 60 days, passed 45 to 0
Bill No. 162, authorizin-countie- s
, Senate
The committee on highways
to Issue bonds for good roads
a substitute for Senate Bill No.
purposes, was passed 43 to 1.
142, regarding the extension west of
Senate Bill No. 163, to create
Camlno del Real.
state highways commission similar v
The Crampton primary bill was opconstituted as the present good roads posed by Barth. He said the republi
commission,
the governor, land can party at Las Vegas had made,
commissioner and state engineer, who among other pledges, promises in. fav
shall appoint county road boards of or of- a corrupt
practices act, good
three citizens to serve without com- roads and direct primaries. Two of
pensation, was passed 45 to1 0.
these promises had been kept, but Sen. Senate Bill No. 161, providing for ate Bill No. 184, is not a direct
pri
the submission at the November elecmary act, but provides for a primary
tion of a state bond Issue not to exceed election of
delegates to county con
for good roads, was passed ventions. He declared that the pres
$500,000,
after amending so as to start the good ent law is even better than this. Evans
roads program a year sooner, the vote said direct primaries are already in
being 43 to 0.
vogue In democratic counties and the
The passage of each bill was fol- passage of the proposed measure
lowed by applause from the good roads would
compel those counties to rebooster
turn to the convention system.
,. Senate Bill No. 155, providing that
HInkle said',he would eupport the
delinquent taxes be paid into the good bill if it were 'amended and the title
roads fund, was amended so that part be changed to: "An Act to provide for
may go Into the school fund at the dis- the perpetuation of the convention
cretion of the board of county commis- boss system." He seconded an amendsioners and then passed 43 to 0.
ment that any party be permitted tt
use some other method. The amend
Boundary Bill
Senate Bill No. 66, by Holt, to pro- ment- was tabled by strict party vote.
vide for the adjustment of the Texas-NeMabry declared that while the
Mexico boundary, where the Rio Crampton corrupt practices act is a
InGrande has changed Its course,
fine piece of legislation, the primary
volving the' stizeianity of .20,000 acres bill is not what he had hoped it would
claimed by both Dona Ana county and be.
Texas, was passed.
The house concurred in the senate
Clancy moved to amend that tht amendments to House Bill No. 110,
"governor direct the" attorney general by Young, regarding the capping of
as he was opposed to depriving the abandoned gas wells. It also concur
governor of any power or prerogative. red in the Senate amendments tc
Llewellyn opposed the sentiment ex- House Bill No. 188, by Baca, provid
pressed, but declared suit had to be ing for the appointment of regents of
brought in the name of the attorney educational institutions; House Bill
general. However, the Clancy amend No. 168 by Burg, ceding to the United
!

to-wi-t,

.

,
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Anion? the biila feinted fur passage
are the Coronado county till, the dc
Iiai-fprimary Mil, the Baca election
act, the mine inspectors measure, an
act appropriating $15,000 for a wagon
bridge across the Rio Grande and the
drainage aud artpsian well bills.
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WELL A6i.Ul
Freed From Shooting Pains,
Spinal Weakness, Dizziness
by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.

Til

iu i urn i oam

L uu

Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature intended her for
But even the loving
motherhood.
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
saved much discomfort aud suffering,

LANGFOIID

BUT HE INSISTS THE TAR BABY
MUST PUT UP THE COIN IF
THERE IS TO BE A SHOW
Iowa.
was
I
"For
Ottumwa,
years
and their systems, being thoroughly
almost a constant suffer from female
'prepared by this great remedy, are
trouble in all its "Ah's willin' tu
in a healthy condition to meet ujo
fight a man a day time with
dreadful forms; frum
the least possible suffering
La
now
huh
tel'
was
the and
Day,"
Mother's Friend is
shooting pains all
danger.
over my body, sick reply of Jack Johnson when informed recommended only for the relief and
headache, spinal yesterday afternoon that Sam Lang-for- comfort of expectant mothers; it Is In
weakness, dizziness,
expected to be an Interested spec- no sense a remedy for various ills,
depression, and
tator
at the ringside on July 4 when but its many years of success, and
was
everything that
ot endorsements rethe
fracas is pulled off, the thousands
horrid. I tried many
ceived from women who have UBed it
doctors in different ready to challenge the winner of the are a guarantee ot the benefit to bo
parts of the United encounter. "Ah's made up my mlu' derived from its use. This remedy
States, but Lydia E. to retlah aftuh Labuh Day an' Ah does not accomplish wonders but simPinkham's Vegeta wants tu have all de
fights Ah kaln ply assists nature to perfect its work.
ble Compound has done more forme than
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre
all the doctors. I feel it my duty to tell befo' dat time.
a
vents caning or.
one
"But
dare's
continuthing suah,"
you these facts. My heart is full of
gratitude to Lydia E. Pinkham s Vege- ed Johnson. "Ef dat Langford want in every way
-table Compound for my health."- - Mrs. to fight me, he and his manager, Joe contributes
to
Harriet E. W ampler, 524 S. Ransom Woodman, has got to put up de coin. strong, healthy w 'T
motherhood." Mother's Friend ia told
Street, Ottumwa, Iowa.
Ah ain't doin' any flghtln dese days
at drug stores. Write for our tree
Consider Well This Advice.
widout gettin' paid fo' it."
book for expectant mothers.
No woman suffering from any form
This morning a cablegram came BEAD FIELD EEGUUTO CO., Atlanta. Ca.
of female troubles should lose hope un
til she has given Lydia E. Pinkham s from Woodman declaring that he and
Vegetable Compound a fair trial
Langford would set sail from Austra- boxing easy until the arrival of Tom
- This famous remedy, the medicinal in- lia
today and would arrive in Las Ve- Flanagan, his trainer-in-chlewho Is
gredients of which are derived from gas in plenty of time for the fight.
likely to blow in at any time. One
native roots and herbs, has for nearly
They wjll stop a while in Los Angeles thing is certain and that is Johnson
forty years proved to be a most, valua- and then come
directly to Las Vegas. must pick up a sparring partner who
ble tonic and invigorator of the feWomen everywhere Langford has been after Johnson's goat will carry the fight to. him and rough
male organism.
bear willing testimony to the wonderful for a long time and the black cham him up considerably, for that is the
virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta- pion has sidestepped him. The de
style of fighting he will have to comble Compound.
claration of L'l Arthur that he is will bat when he meets Flynn.
If yon want spec lal advice write to ing to meet
Langford provided the
Letters were received today from
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will latter puts up the coin will be inter Dr. B. F. Roller and William Deme- be opened, read and answered by a esting to the fight fans of the coun
trt'l assuring H. W. Lanigan, who has
woman and held in strict confidence.
try. Until Flynn appeared upon the hor aranged to stage a
wrestling bout beizon Langford was the biggest cloud tween the two men on
July 3, that
fedover
'.tates exclusive jurisdiction
in sight of the heavyweight sky. John
both will be here In good sha
they
eral building sites; House Dill No. 185, son always refused to meet him al for the match.
It is not likely that
by Speaker Baca, for the protection ot leging that two black men would not
will be staged in
any
preliminaries
community acequias; House Bill No. draw a large enough crowd to pay ex connection with the
big fight. How207, by Campbell to provide for lieu penses, iet alone accrue enough
ever, the crowd will be entertained by
on livestock for use of stallions, etc.;
to buy gasoline for Johnson's the introduction of Jim
Corbett, John
House Dill No. 183, by Gage, an act big racing automobile.
L. Sullivan, Jamet 3. Jeffries, J:
spar-tindistricts.
to
The pounding Flynn gave his
irrigation
relating
O'Brien, Al Palzer, Sam Langford and
Senate Substittue for House Bill No,
partners Sunday was too much al the present and past bright and
119, by Llewellyn, regarding the pro for them and yesterday Trainer Ryan
shining lights of the ring. Curley and
cedure in appelate cases, was re- declared a vacation in the fireman's O'Malley believe the fans will be here
ferred to the steering committee.
camp. Al Williams complained of a for the purpose of
seeing the big fight
With Llewellyn in the chair, the 'sore side and declared he believed one and to
give them a lot of prellmina
alhouse took up the special order of of his ribs had been fractured,
ries would be a nuisance rather than
the calendar, the House Substitute for though it is believed the big fellow js a pleasure.
House Bills Nos. 239 and 304, an act suffering from a slight attack of pleufor the organization and operation of risy. Flynn took his usual morning
run and In the afternoon, accompadrainage districts.
nied by his cook, Chick .Coleman, he
M. C. de Baca moved to strike
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
section 24, giving the power of em took a long walk iu the mountains.
i'nent domain. Burg defended the sec Howard Morrow ahd Ray, Fairchlfd
tion vigorously and Manzanares call 'went over to the Johnson diggings to
work. They
Santa Fe, N. M., June
ed attention to the fact that section watch the champion
12 provides for damages to be paid watched him. box with Marty Cutler Brandt of San Juan county was rrestproperty owners. Blanchard seconded and Rastus Respress and later assert- ed for cattle stealing on a warrant is
the amendment. Catron called atten- ed their belief that Johnson has gone sued out of the district court.
Treasurer's Receipts
tion to what he considered defects in back. They declared his blows lackThe following sums of money were
the bill, especially giving private con ed steam and that be was not nearly
tractors the right to remove public or so fast as he once was. But the wiley received in the office of O. N. Marron,
private property. Rogers opposed the Johnson may have been kidding them. state treasurer: J. B. McManus, suJohnson's sparring partners are not perintendent of the state penitentiary,
amendment. The amendment was de
'
particularly fast, Cutler being espe- convicts' earnings, $502.57; insurance
feated 18 to 21.
in his move- fund, $13; Eugenlo Romero, treasurer
lumbering
cially
ments. It is certain, however, that of San Miguel county, taxes $6,674,
PRIMARY IN WEST VIRGINIA
Johnson is too fast for the men who 35; C. D. Miller, state engineer, hydro- Wheeling, W. Va., June 4. Republi
Mm dally. "Kid" Skelly, who graphlo survey funds $126.50; J.
oppose
a
are
cans of West Virginia
holding
exhi- Kammer, treasurer of McKinley coun
statewide primary today for the se made Flynn's teeth, rattle in an
his ty, taxes, $5,010.30.
tried
few
a
here
bition
ago,
days
lection of candidates for governor and
Oil Company Flies Charter
other state officers and 17 members best to plant a swift lick upon Johnson
"
Pecos Valley Oil and Gas com
The
unable
him.
was
This
touch
to
and
of the state committee. Spirited con
filed its
tests are on for the gubernatorial occurred seevxal days ago. Johnson pany of Phoenix, Arizona,
his
with
charter
runs
the
the
state
into
is
daily
taking
corporation
nomination and other places on the
hi? commission.
The company will con
state
but chief interest centers country and declares he is taking
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from your socks should try our
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Flynn-Johnso-

These socks cime in Gauze, Hnt, medium
and heavy weights, ;ue t la tic and perfect
fitting. They are espetia'ly woven to resist
wear and the colors are absolutely fast.
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worn
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EVERY FAIR CUARRANTCZD
to give satisfactory servicebuy them ONECor a dozen
pair at the time and if thny do not wear satisfactory
you get new pair by simply coming for them.
All Colors and black.
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EXCURSIONS

PUEBLO, CCLO. $11.00'

COLORADO

SPRINGS. $13.70

DENVER $15.60
ST. LOUIS, MO.

$40.30

ST. PAUL,

MINN

$45.30

CHICAGO, ILL

'
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in the fight for the control of the state
organlzaion. -- Though the primary does
no include candidates for the United

States senate the results are expect
It is an absolutely pure distillation of malted ed, nevertheless, to have an important
grain, and as none but sound, clean grain bearing on the contest for the seat of
10
can be malted. Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey United. States Senaor Clarence Watson, whose successor wil be elected
is made from the most carefully
by" the next legislature.
selected grains of the field. It is a
predlgested liquid food in the form of a
MICHIGAN ELKS AT SAGINAW
medicinal whiskey; its palatability and
Saginaw, Mich., June 4. Purple and
freedom from injurious substances renwhite bunting envelops this city and
der It so that It can be retained by the Elks heads and clocks pointing their
most sensitive stomach.
hands to the mystic hour of 11 are
It Is a gentle, Invigorating stimulant In almost every available niche in
and tonic that influences for good every honor of visiting members of the BenImportant organ of the body. It is a evolent and Protective Order of Elks
remedy that should be in every family who are coming to town by the hun
medicine chest
dreds from every section of Michigan
for their eighth annual state conven
While the convention proper
tion,
does, not assemble until' tomorrow,
It brings into action all the vital forces; it makes digestion
the reunion already has begun. Among
perfect and
enables you to get from the food you eat all the nourishment
it contains. It the1 delegations arrived are those from
builds up the nerve tissues, tones up the heart,
Detroit, Cadillac, Grand Rapids, Trav
gives power to the brain, strength and elasticity
erse City, Kalamazoo, Port Huron,
Sold in SEALED BOTto the muscles and richness to the blood.
Lansing, Jackson, Muskegon, Pontiac
TLES
ONLY. Bewara of
It is invaluable for the overworked, delicate
and Coldwater.
imitations
and
substitutes.
and sickly.
It strengthens and sustains the
are positively harmThey
system, is a promoter of good health and longeWEDS KNIGHT'S DAUGHTER
ful and are sold for provity, makes the old feel young and keeps the
fit only by unscrupulous
London, June 4. Society gathered
and
young strong
vigorous.
in full force today at St. George's,
dealers. Look for the
It is a wonderful remedy in the
prevention
trade-marthe "Old
Hanover So.uare, for the wedding of
and relief of nervousness, typhoid, malaria, all
Chemist," on the label, and
Miss Vera Elliott, daughter of Sir Arstomach troubles, diseases of the throat and
be certain the seal over the
thur
and Lady Elliott, and Edward
lungs, and is recognized as a medicine by doccork Is unbroken.
Boies Cowles, son of the late David S.
tors of all schools.
Sold by druggists, groCowles of Rye, N. Y. The ceremony
Thousands of letters have been received
cers and dealers or direct,
from men and women in all walks of life,
at the church was followed by a wedmany
$1.00 a large bottle,
from those nearly 100 years old,
ding breakfast and reception at the
extolling the
Thm Duffr Malt Whiskey Co.
virtues of Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey as the
home of the bride's parents in Port-maRochester. N. Y.
world's greatest medicine.
Square.
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' Also rates to many other points in East, North Eas-t- West
and North West including- points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.
,

Tickets on sale daily June 1st. to Sept 30th. are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return
limit October 31st, 1912.
Also tickets good for return within 66 days from date of
sale to many points in East.
NEW YORK, N. Y. VIA "STANDARD

LINES

VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES

$75.30

$72.30

For further information call on or write.
D.

I.

BATCIIEOR,

duct its New Mexico office at Artesia,
Eddy county under the charge of G.
D. Hunter, statutory agent.
The concern is capitalized at $100,000; $51,960
of which has been Issued in stock. In
its charter the incorporators declare
that the company was organized to
prospect for oil, gas and other minerals
and to develop the eame where deposits are found. The original subscribers are J. C. Collins, J. H. McNeil and W. J. Ford, all of Harris

Agent.

morning of old age. He will be buried
in the prison cemetery.
The

Supreme Court

state supreme court met

yes-

terday. In case No. 1354, Charles F.
Fowler vs. The Continental Casualty
company, motion for rehearing was
overruled.
In case No. 1421, Gus
LangenbereT
Hat Co., vs. Raton National Bank, a
time was granted for additional assignment of error.
county, Texas.
Case No. 14S7, state ex rel. Reed
Supposed "Charges- Against Adjutant Holloman vs. T. D. Lieb, an election
contest involving a district
General
judgeship.
The reports which made serious was argued.
charges against Adjutant General
TO CELEBRATE LONG PEACE
Brookes were taken up by Governor
W. C: McDonald and the head of the
Ottawa, Ont., June 4. At a
meeting
New Mexico National Guard on the here today of men prominent in finanreturn of the latter from California cial, commercial and public affairs of
a week ago. As the story in the Ros- - Canada the preliminary steps were-takewell paper involved Battery B of that
for the organization of a com- ,.
,
l wun
city and indirectly the captain of the mirrory if
giuiuar comM.
mittees
T.
officer
Murray, that
battery,
representing Great Britain and
wa3 requested to forward an explana the United States in
arranging forth
tion of the matter to the adjutant's proposed celebration of the
completion ot one hundred
office here.
years of peace
In answer to the communication of between the United States and CanAdjutant General Brookes, Captain ada.
Murray said that he had no explana
IOWA CATHOLICS MEET
tion; that he had no information to
Mason City, la., June 4. hTe Catho-li- e
tender on the subject.
Total Abstinence union of Iowa
While the letter is brief it is to the
point and shows that the attacks on met in annual session here today with
the adjutant general were not in- seevral hundred delegates In attendspired by persons within the National ance. The guests of honor and prinGuard. Th ereport that Captain Mur- cipal speakers were Archbishop J. J.
ray had tendered his resignation to the Keane of Dubuque, and Very Rev p'
governor was also denied and it seems J O'Callaghan of Chicago, president"
that alleged charges against the adju- of the national organization.
tant general have not yet reached the
governor's office.
,

-
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The

New Perfection

Heating Plate
has proved a great convenience
'

users of the

to

all

-

This year we are selling
The New Perfection Broiler
The New Perfection Toaster
The New Perfection Griddle
each designed specially for use on the New
Perfection Stove- With thrse appliance! and the New Perfection glasi
doot Heel oven, the New Perfection it juat at complete
and eflxient a stove as a regular cool range. Certainly, it
U mucli cleaner and
cheaper.

Aik to h thia Stove at
your dealer,. It is
with cabinet
top, drop ahefves, towel
rack,, etc. Made with I,
2 or 3 burners.
Free Cook Book with"
every Stove. Cook-Boo- k
alio given to anyone sending 5 cents to cover mailing
cost.

HA' 7

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.

'

Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Boise, Salt Lake City

,ci,

--

Served

His Sentence

Francisco Ulibarri, 75 years old, a
life prisoner In the state penitcntnary
sentenced for murder from Mora cotr
ty in 1S97, died at 10 o'clock yesterday

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Ontntn- Tablets. Druggists refund money tr.
tt falls to cure, e. W. GROVE'S
sl?
nature Is on eacii box. 25c.

VEGAS DAILY

VA1

PIONEER CELEBRATES

IQNORED
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THE THIRTIETH

ANNIVERSARY

HIS

OF

ARRIVAL

The Story of How Hiram A. Harvey Hewed a Dwelling Place From (he
Rugged
Wilderness and Made for Himself a' Place in the Hearts of Succeeding Generations by His Generous Hospitality in His Mountain Home
now deceased, coming the following
day for which reason he was always
referred to in after years by Mr.
Harvey as "the tenderfoot", the two
having Immediately formed a firm
friendship which lasted through the
lifetime of the "deacon-- ' who was so
many years justice of. the peace In

H. A. Harvey thirty yews ago.

I

In nearly every settled community
there will be found one man or woman, known by everybody, beloved by

all, of whom never an unkind word is
spoken the friend cf everyone. In
Las Vegas that individual Is Hiram

this city and a "character" himself.
Mr. Harvey
celebrated yesterday
the thirtieth anniversary of his settlement upon the homestead In the
forest wilderness which since then
has been the mecca of so many hun- dreds who have sought health, rest
and happiness amid scenes of unique
beauty and surroundings of 'equally
unusual hospitality and comfort.
Upon arriving In las Vegas In
1S82, Mr. Harvey
March,
inquired
where government land could be had
'
He was
jfor a homestead location.
told that the nearest and best would
be found at the head of the Gallinas
river, which mountain stream flows
through the town, and that a miner
named .. U V,". Ffly, prospecting Jn I
that locality,' would doubtless assist
him in finding what he 'was looking

was needed as all were desperately
hungry.
Proceeding to Mr. Fly's
cabin Harvey was astonished to see
the man take a shovel and beglu digging In the fireplace. But astonishment gave way to gratification when
the digging revealed a huge pot ot
baked beans cooked In the true Boston style burled in the hot ashes.
Maybe those New Englanders were
not happy while the beans lasted! ...
Questioned about public lands m
the vicinity Mr. Fly told of a lovely
valley amid the. hills which he had
seen only from a distance and which
he declared he believed no living
man could get Into or out of otherwise than afoot.
This description

the town

In that Bpriug of 18S2, ana,
anxious for the safety of Mr. Harvey's two young boys, Mrs. Harvey
determined not to await the completion of a house but to go at once to
the newly located ranch.' So on the
lust day of May the family set out
by team over the San Geronimo road.
They dined at the present Tom Breen
spring which place was then uninhabited, and spent the night at the
Overhuls saw mill, somewhere near
the Stern & Nahm ranch of today.
The next day was spent In traversing the terrible road up the Gallinas.

springs and all was yet unspoiled by
the hand of man, "Just as God made
it."
The new cabin was not finished,
having no "chinking" nor door, nor
window, and only a dirt roof, but It
was home. A bed was made of grass
cut by Mr. Harvey with a pocEet
knife, put in a tick and laid on a
structure of aspen poles. When It
rained, and It rained often, the mud
roof leaked to the extent that It was
more pleasant outdoors In the down-pou- r
than Inside under the leakage
of mud and water.
Arriving at the hill where
However, by the third day of June
cable connected the vehicle on one of the following
year, the present
side with the team on the other side house was so
nearly finished that the
two-inc-

A. Harvey without question.
Born 7 years ago in Lmlnn, Vermont, of genuine New Knqianl
a farmer boy until SO, acquiring a
knowledge of agriculture and woodcraft standing him In good stead in
later years; then venturing into business for himself, first as a peddler
of tinware, afterward taking a whole
'
for.
sloop load of stoves and crockery
Martha's Vineyard, where he set up
Thus directed, Mr. Harvey, accoma store; then a cotton mill operative panied by a man named Harrington
at Grea Falls and Newmarket, N. H.; sought the upper .Gallinas where then

of the first Montezuma.
From their
big turkeys as the result of one shot
from his
shot gun.
On another occasion the
boy killed
five at one time with that same old
gun.
double-barrele-

d

Among the very first guests at the
Harvey home In the wilderness were
Professor L. L. Dyche ana bis assistant, TV. H. Brown, naturalists of the
Kansas State university at Lawrence,
who were in New Mexico for the pur
pose of collecting
natural history
specimens. They remained three
months and Professor Dyche record
ed his experiences in a book publish
ed under the title of "Camp Fires of
a Naturalist," which was widely read
and Is now out of print. In it the
Harveys are most kindly delineated
and their delightful
hospitality ac-

II.

vey's in the Youth's Companion ani
a special correspondent of Harper's
Weekly delineated the scenic features of the place in that publication.
The ranch and Its surroundings havs
probably been photographed and described more largely than any other
locality In New Mexico, excepting
Santa Fe, and this for good reasons.
The scenic setting of the place IS
most picturesque and on every side
are spots of special Interest or points

knowledged.

The first guests

entertained

as he looks May.

A. Harvey,

for

pay were two gentlemen from the
Montezuma hotel, Thayer 0f Boston,
and Clark of Chicago, who Btayed two
weeks and paid the then princely of outlook from which views of rare
Price of 10 per week each for their beauty and grandeur are obtained.
accommodations,
primitive
which, The lovely little valley or the ranch
nevertheless were comfortable and, with its green meadow and wonderaccompanied by ntjclngi mountain ful profusion of beautiful wild flowfare, were fully satisfactory to them ers fringed by the quaking aspen
even in
with the luxury above which rise the hillslopes thick- -

"

s

Hermit peak.
then

.

...oicanlile v!istiien8 at

land, Maine,, until

Port-

!e

was burned out
f July 4, 18B;
in the great fire
then a grocery marketman in Boston
until the year 1S82 when he came to
Las Vegas where, on the mountain
ran h that bears his name 10,000 feet
above sea, his home has been ever
since such, in brief is the history
f H. A. Harvey.
Mr. Harvey was first married in
1865,- his wife dying in 1878.
In the
5'ear 1S80 he married again, Miss
Rebecca Howes who wa' his companion and helpmeet in his wilderness
home until she passed away March
190,', beloved and regretted by all
who knew her,
woman of rare

i

worth.

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey were impelled to come to New Mexico by
solicitude for the health of Mr. Harvey's two sons whose mother, the
first Mrs. Harvey, was a victim ot
consumption.
They arrived :t Las
Vegas on the last, day of March, 3882,
another
Deacon Woostor,
"old-timer,- "

.

-I-

View of the ranch, stables and corral,

aroused Mr. Harvey's interest and
he wished to view the "promised
land" at once But his pompanion
would not consent to stay longer and
all then returned to the city.
On the homeward journey the nut
holding one of the wheels on the
wagon was lost. As soon as the loss
was known by the wheel running off
and dropping the wagon to the roan
Mr. Harvey went back a little way
hunting the missing piece of metai.
While doing so he resolved with himself that if he did not find it he would
not return to the mountains. But the
nut was found and "Harveys" wa
later discovered, to the' joy of many

they met with misadventure. Mr.
Harvey unthinkingly had fastened the
rope to the end of t;le wagon tongue
and when the right jingle of the acclivity was reached the tongue stucK
In the hillside, the rope broke and
the wayon rushed backward downhill,
in the
landing at last
bed of tile creek. Fortunately the
heavier part of the load had been taken out of the wagon before the hill
was attacked and what remained
in the vehicle was not much damaged
by the capsizing and the wetting nor
was the wagon injured in the least.
The following
day arrangements
were finished to ascend the mountain

'

a certain Mr. Johnson and James
Hanson, who is yet a resident of Las
egas, were living,
having taken
claims the previous autumn, which
lands are now embraced in the Wes
ner brothers' ranch, famous for beau
ty and fertility. Johnson and Hanson had built a road into their valley
which Mr. Harvey declares to have
been the worst piec.e of travel he ever
drove over. At one place it was necessary to arive some 200 yards in the
very bed of the stream over ledges
and boulders unnumbered and at an
other place ,a hill was encountered
which was surmountainbe only by
means of a. long rope cable to which
the team was attached on the oppo
site side of the sharp acclivity. But
Mr. Harvey and his companion reach
ed the Johnson place and were directed where to look for the miner. Fly.
Mr. Fly was located, and, being a
native of Maine, Mr. Harvey was at
once taken into his good graces as a
brother Yankee. They were urged to
stay for dinner and not much urging

where deer often are seen at

dusK.

first anniversary of settling on the
place was celebrated by moving. into
the new home whlcn has been occt
pied ever since. On one occasion, a
few years sinlce, when it was thought
desirable to lock the doors during
a temporary absence, it was discov
ered that no keys could be found as
none had been used in the quarter
century of Mr, Harvey's occupancy,
That fact typifies "Harvey's"
Hospitality is the keynote of the
place. During those first months of
their residence on the new mountain
ranch visitors were unexpectedly numerous and although their facilities
were so few and resources so limited
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The Hermit, Mr. Harvey s mysterious predecessor.
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Harvey homstead, still used as a dwelling.

during the long 30 years since then.
The very next day Mr. Harvey set
out again and this time reached the
rare spot where' the remainder of his
life was to be spent The only vis
ible sign that the place had ever be
fore been visited by man was in a
rude herder's hut In the little "open'
where the big spring is' located in
the meadow below the present build
ing site.
Mr. Harvey immediately ' set to
work clearing and preparing logs ior
a cabin, Mrs. Harvey remaining in
Las Vegas. But Smallpox raged in

he next day, June 3, the trip
was made
over a trail long since
abandoned and quite impassable oy
reason of fallen timber. This trail
emerges from the heavy timber just
at the verge of the hill at the far end
of the Harvey valley;
Mrs. Harvey years
ago told the
writer of her first impression of the
scene as she looked upon it that golden day in June
when the open
spaces were thickly covered with
wild oats waving In the breeze like
fields of grain and waters trickled
here and there
from numerous

and

glist-enin-

fContinued on Page Seven).
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j

"

,

ly set with pine and spruce. and fir
topped by the pointed peaks all forest
crowned, is itself a picture that never ceases to please. Fronting the valley are the twin peaks of Cerro del
Cielo (sky mountain-- , to the east is
'
Harvey peak, on the west Garnet
peak, to the northward rise other
twin summits tipped by cliffs of
white quartz and mica. In a
gorge down which flows the little

I

'

,

stay may be said to date the existence of "Harvey's" as, a resort for
seekers of health, rest, pleas'ure or a
"new sensation," and for 30 years
since its doors have been open to all
comers.
And they haye come from
every Btate in the union, from Mexi-ca- ,
Canada and the other side of the
sea,
Clarence Pullen, former United
States surveyor general of the territory and a write of some prominence,
published a charming account of Har- '
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all comers were welcomed and given
a share of whatever the place afford
ed free ot any charge by the Harveys. Game was anundant and deer
and turkey and grouse supplied the
table with meat every month in the
year. So tame were the turkey thai
a flock of six young ones lived about
the buildings one summer Just like
the chickens until suddenly one was
missing and then all disappeared,
the prey of Rome hunter's gun. Young
Almar Harvey, then 11 years old, hid
In the oat stack one morning and lat
er came back to the house with fourj

'ITS
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One of Mr. Harvey's old helpmates.
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;
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contagion, for no cases of transmission hare come to light" If the enlightened American people must gutter from an epideml pathophobia, let
It be a wholesome fear of something
really worth dreading.
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Denies It
Washington, June 4. Samuel Gom-perpresident, of the American Federation of Labor, today said of Detective Franklin's testimony 4n the Dar-rotrial at Los Angeles:
"
"That Is an absolute falsehood
made of whole cloth. I do not know
Franklin, and I have never had any
dealings with him. I did not send
money to' htm or
anybody. I do not
handle any money. There is nothln
to this and It la absurd on the face of
it I have documentary proof which
disproves . his story. I do . not care
care to give the correspondence out
Gomper

f

at this time."

LORIFJER,

BACKED

AGAINST WALL, FIGHTS
(Continued from Page One)

ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
bribery and corruption, and the Illi
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
nois
senate by a vote of 39 to 10 enPAID FOR.
dorsed

that

view.

In the meantime, after a series of
Advertisers are guaranteed the
debates In the United States
notable
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In Northwestern senate, Mr. Lorlmer was vindicated
there, 46 to 40, with five senators not
New Mexico.
voting. The quota of senators was 92,
with one vacancy in Colorado.
TELEPHONES
BUSINESS OFFICE
...Main 2 Since then, by the admission of New
NEW3 DEPARTMENT....... Main 9 Mexico and Arizona, the quota has increased to 96, but the Colorado vacan
cy still exists and there are 95, men
TUESDAY, JUNE 4, 1912.""
to vote on the case this time. But of
the 46 to who voted to retain Mr. IiOri-me11 are not now in the senate and
LOOKING TWENTY CENTUof the five who refrained from
four
RIES BACKWAlUi;
voting are also' no longer members.
John R. Early, a discharged federal The ranks of the 40 who voted against
BOldier, went in August 1908, from Lorimer nave been depleted by only
North Carolina to Washington, D. C, five and these places have been taken
to attend to a pension claim on ac by men who seem to have Indicated
count of malaria contracted In the that they will follow the views of their
service. While there he called on a predecessors.
Senator Curtis of Kansas, who voted
physician regarding a skin disease
Mr. Lorimer before, is said to be
for
'which was pronounced to be leprosy.
to vote against him this time,
ready
one
how
knows
Every
Early has since
Is counterbahmbed by Senator
but
this
een treated by the American people.
voted
his fellow citizens Quite like any Jones of Washington, whovote
for
will
but
Lorimer
Mr.
against
pariah. It was recently reported that
seems
"Jonn Early, supposed leper, has been him this time. This alignment
drivia out for the last time; and Ta-- to throw the balance of power mainly
the new senators.
coma, In Washington state, has dom with
The
second investigation brought
the driving out" At first it was In
the
tended to fence Early within his aero out the charge that Edward Hlnes,
a
had
raised
millionaire
lumberman,
of land outside Tacotaa, thus shutting
to "put Lorimer
him from contact with any other per- fund of $1000,000
son. There were sympathizers with over" but the majority of the investi
Hlnes
him who petitioned against the Idea gating committee exonerated
as well as Lorimer. The senator's elecof that fence. But on, the putting in
holds, was
evidence of some passages of Scripture tion, the majority report
due entirely1 to political conditions in
a judge of the superior court refused
Mr. Lorimer the
to Issue a restraining order against Illinois which made
muster a
could
who
candidate
the erection of the barrier. The na only
.
majority.
tional authorities then found a permanent refuge for Early at the Port
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Townsend quarantine station; and, it
of
New York, June 4. Absence
Is said, "satisfied that he could do no
seemed to account
pressure
selling
better, he has left the world and has for
the better tone of today's early
gone to attend an undoubted leper In
market. Reading rose over two
stock
that station. Hlsi wife and three chll
With Lehigh Valley, and Union
points,
dren will live as near to him as pos
Pacific next in favor 'among the acsible," and hi will be able to aid them tive railroad Issues, while Steel disfrom the small nurse's salary of $65
more strength than recently.
that a magnanimous government will played
Copers reflected the improved tone
pay him, $30 pension being added on of these stocks abroad. Bonds were
account not of leprosy, but of the
malaria contracted in the Spanish steady.
What little movement there was in
war.
i.
the afternoon, was In the direction of
Now, without entering Into the cc
higher prices, Missouri Pacific rising
troversy of experts on the subject, ior two
The market closed steady.
the purposes of argument says The The points.
extreme dullness of the final hour
Journal of the American Medical assowas accompanied by some slight sagciation, let leprosy be presumed in
ging of prices, but substantial net
a
Early. Leprosy is
slowly developgains were the rule. The last sales
ing, slightly infectious disease, com- were:
in
to
tubercumany respects
parable
84
losis of the skin. If from the begin-In- g Amalgamated Copper
4128
American Beet Sugar
infection
had been proEarly's
Atchison . . . ... . . . . . ..... .'. . . . .10614
nounced a form of tubercuolsis, who
Great Northern
.,;.ik.l,33.;
would have paid the slightest atten".118
New York Central .......
tion to it? Yet the opportunities for
.Y. ,T" .'.119
Northern Pacific .
the ordinary tuberculous patient to
.167
Reading
communicate his disease are many Southern Pacific
109
times greater than the opportunltiel Union Pacifio ........
168
for the leper to infect with leprosy, United
68
Steel
States
which Is communicable onfy'with dif- United States
110
Steel, pfd
r,

'.

.,..

ficulty.

Possibly leprosy was dangerously
Infectious in the scriptural days from
.which the traditional horror surrounding It Is largely derved. If so, this
.characteristic has certainly become
greatly modified during the 20 intervening centuries. How Illogical it is,
then, to base our twentieth century
attitude toward leprosy on Its ancient
or its medieval status. Our London
correspondent says: "There are probably 20 to 30 cases of leprosy in Lon-- "
don." The patients "live iX home and
move about unrestricted. . . . There
appears to be no danger whatever of

according to Dell
organizer of the

highway, who is making a trip across the country In the
Los Angeles Times car, was the most
Ocean-to-Oeea-

stofnce at Ham
I Vegas, New Mexico, tor transmls-tothrough the United States malls
M second class matter.

EOYEKENT

ENTHUSIASTIC MEETING IS HELD
LAST NIGHT IN COMMERCIAL
CLUB ROOMS.

THE BRIDE CONEY

Entered at the

n

ORTIC, TUESDAV,

JUNE 4, 1912.

of the New Mexico Uood Roads asso
of the association, acted as presiding officer
at the meeting, making a short talk
at the opening of the meeting outlin
ing the object of Colonel Tetter's visit
At the suggestion of Colonel Potter a Las Vegas auxiliary of the
association was farmed, Judge David J. Leahy being cle t-ed president; E. E. Johnson secretary, and W. E. Gortner treasurer. 4
membership committee composed of
George Fleming, II. M. Padgett, R.
J. Taupert,
Hallett Raynolds, ar.o
Will Springer was elected, and will
begin the work of securing mem ora
A
for the association Immediately.
pledge of 1,000 members In Magda-len1,500 in Albuquerque, 2,000 in

COTTON FAIRLY GOOD.
Washington, June 4. The department of agriculture In its first cotton
crop report f the season estimates
the conditions on May 25 of the growing cotton crop to be 78.9 "?er cent
of a normal.
VirCondition by states follows:
ginia, S9; North Carolina, 87,; South
Carolina, 83; Georgia, 74; Florida,
74;
Mississippi, 72;
75; Alabama;
Louisiana, 69; Texas, 86; Tennessee,
74; Missouri, 74; Oklahoma, 7S; California," 9C; Arkansas, 73.

Ocean-to-Ocea-
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Ocean-tq-Ocea-

:
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MOVABLE SCHOOL
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Icooi Trip Excursion Rales

IS USED IN
California & Northwest

IDAHO

n

successful he had attended between
here and the Pacific coast, was held
last night In the Las Vegas Commercial club rooms, at which time a
n
associaLas Vegas
tion was organized.
The gathering Santa Fe and numbers approximating
was
attended by an enthusiastic 1,000 in several "other cities nave
crowd of good roads boosters and been given to Colonel Potter on his
much Interest was shown in Colonel
trip through New Mexico. Colonel
Potter's plans for the transcontinent- Twitchell as organizer made
defial highway.
nite pledge for Las Vegas, but promColonel Potter was the principal ised Colonel Potter that Las Vesai
speaker of the evening, "Federal Aid would equal or excel the highwater
for the National Highway," being the mark set by cities in the new state.
subject in his address. He showed
The membership fee of the associahow the government can and will tion is $1. Of this 50 cents is sent to
lend its aid in the building of this the headquarters, for the badge, litnational highway connecting the At erature, and national expenses of the
lantic and the Pacific. The plan of association and the other' 50 cent! is
Colonel Potter and the association is
kept in the local treasury to be used
that the states through which the as the club desires. The first meetroaTJ passes furnish half of the moning of the Las Vegas club will be held
ey and the government stand the re- next Monday night at 7:30 o'clocl at
mainder of the expense of the con- the Commercial club at which time a
struction of the highway.
report of the membership comnrtteo
The route of this road passes will be made.
'
The Los Angeles Times party le't
through 14 states whose influence
in the senate and the house of repre- this morning, continuing on its trip
sentative would be enough to pass ap- eastward. It will visit Chicago, atpropriations for the road construc- tending the republican convention
tion. Already the senators and rep- and later the democratic convention
resentatives of eight (states have in Baltimore. It is the intention to
pledged themselves to the cause and work for an
highway
the others are right In line. It is plank in the platforms of the two
within the past six months or since parties.
the organization of the association
Yesterday afternoon, with an esthat the sentiment has turned for cort of autolsts the Times party
the
highway, and, ac- made a trip to Hot Springs to visit
cording to Colonel Potter, senators the Flynn training camp. Colonel
and representatives
that hitherto Potter ,was enthusiastic over the
have maintained that according to country north of Las Vegas, and prothe constitution, the government phesies a bright future for the Maad- could not appropriate for the national ow City. He says with the Montezuma
highway, have pledged their support hotel open tourists would spend 10
to any bill leading to Its construction. days or two weeks here, as he said
Colonel Potter maintains
that the that the hot springs Is as beautiful
cost of hauling goods and farm pro- place as there is on the
ducts is reduced one-hal-f
by good
highway.
,
roads, and that the farmers who were
opposed to the building of highways
A regular meelng of the city counin the past because they claimed cil of the
city of Las Vegas, N. M.,
they benefited only me autolsts have was held on this 22nd day of May,
come to realize the truth and are 1.912:.
"'
)
now good roads boosters.
Present: Aldelrmen Chris Wiegand,
The national highway will open up B. F. Forsythe,' Jerry tjuinn, J.
parts of western states not reached
Haliet Raynolds,
R.
by railroads and will bring tourists Daniel Stern 7.
through, who on learning of the re
Absent: Alderman B. F. McGuire
sources will, according to Colonel
1.
,
,
Potter, invest and become boosters
Quorum present and Mayor Tau
for the section where their property pert in the chair.
lies.
He showed that in the year
Minutes of meeting held on May 8,
1910 1,00
automobiles were shipped were read and approved.
through to the coast for touring,
Report of City Engineer Geo. iO.
while if there had been an ocean-to- Morrison In reference to the property
ocean road the owners of the major of Mrs. P. C. Carpenter was read,
the
Ity of these cars would have toured stating, that he had
across the country. Colonel Potter lots in question and found the front
Mr. Wiegand
prophesied that in 1915 at least
age to be 9S feet.
ears will pass over the highway moved, that Mrs. Carpenter be reto Jhe Pacific coast. He also figures
quested to pay for 100 feet as assessthat at the least calculation, the ed against her and that the city retourists will spend $4.0 a day, which fund to her $4 thus keeping the reccar means $50 ords Intact. Seconded by Mr. Rayin a
per day per car. it takes six days to nolds and carried.
'
cross the state, which means that
Mr. Martin, chairman city properwill
in
Inthese tourists
leave $1,500,000
ty committee, reported, that upon
New Mexico in that one year. The
vestigation he found that the roof of
advertising value of tourists Is plain the city hall building was not In as
ly seen.
bad a condition as was first anticipatColonel Potter made the statement
ed, that the cost of repair would
last night that the people of New probably be $15 or $20. Mr, For- Mexico have less to do J a improving
Bythe moved, that Mr. Martin be in
their roads than any of the states, structed to make the necessary re
as they are in excellent condition
pairs. Seconded and carried.
Only short connecting links, and a
Mr. Hays, chairman water and light
few bridges Will be necessary t' make
tjommlttee, reported that his com
the highway in New Mexico jJe:l mittee had interviewed Mr." Powers,
for touring. He said that the road superintendent of Agua Pura Co., and
between here and Santa F3 was tne had made an offer of $1,250 p. a. as
best piece pf highway they have trav- a basis for the renewal of fire hydeled since leaving the coast tnrec Lrant contract, and that Mr. Powers
weeks ago. With the exception of cne would take the matter up with his
short stretch at Springer. the K:Uon-La- company and advise council of their
Vegas road Is In excellent con taction. '
dition. There is one piece of road
Clerk read resolution- passed by
south of Albuquerque and auotafcr fin the board of education, fixing the
north Fourth street,' Alburjuerque, in school levjs for, the fiscal, year ending
bad condition.
,
March 31, 1913. Clerk was instruct
The official
high- ed to have the same filed in the counway as ..mapped out by the associa ty clerk's office for the action of the
tion passes over old historic roads, board of county commissioners.
following the Santa Fe trail to KanMr. Wiegand moved, that bill No
sas City, .the Boone-Licroad be 256 be. referred to city attorney for
tween Kansas City and St Louis and his investigation as to the legality of
the Cumberlin Pike from the Miss Including in the cost of constructing
issippi river east. There is no argu sidewaljk the expense of printing of
ment against the route chosen ana lien ordinance, seconded by Mr. For
there now remains nothing to do but sythe and carried.
secure federal aid. '
Mr. Hays moved that city clerk be
v
Bert C. Smith, automobile erUtor instructed to make quarterly report
of the Los Angeles Times, who is on all delinquent licenses, seconded
with the party of association men, by Mr. Martin and carried.
made a short talk following that of
Council on motion adjourned.
Colonel Pptter, telling of their trip
MAYOR.
Approved:
and the work in arousing enthusiasm Attest: CLERK.
for the highway.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, president
Read The Optic.

Los Armeies
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NEW METHOD OF TEACHING AGRICULTURE IS TRIED WITH
SUCCESSS

"

V--

San Francisco and return direct
Seattle Tacoma & other points

Aberdeen, Idaho, June 4. One of
the most successful miveable schools
held in Idaho during the year wag the
one at Aberdeen, the seat of tha new
Aberstate
station.
experiment
deen Is located in one' of the beet
fawning areas in Idaho, being situated
in the upper Snake river valley. About
s
of all the farmer now In
the districts are from the east and
Idaho methods of farming" consequentand
ly are new to them.
irrigation farming methods are comparatively new to these eastern farmers, and as a rule they hunger for real
practical knowledge that will benefit
them in their labors. This, no doubt
accounts for the success of the Aber
deen Movable school. The people
were deeply interested In every talk
made, and a great many pertinent
questions were asked. The school had
from 100 to 200 In constant attendance, with a maximum of 250 people
at the evening lectures.
While a great deal of the time was
given to irrigation farming, nevertheless the dry farmers received about
two days of solid instruction. This included lectures on the various phases
of the dairy Industry, selection and
care of draft horses, porlt production
potato growing, alfalfa and alfalfa
seed production, flax culture, and grain
production.
As a result of this Movable Bchool
Aberdeen Is this, year to begin an In
dustry which, if successful, will prove
most profitable to the farmers of the
dry farming area. A carload of Greeley sed pitatoes was shipped here for
the express purpose of experimentation to see if suitable seed could be
grown on the dry lands of Idaho for
this great potato district of Colorado.
The superintendent of the Aberdeen
experiment station took charge of the
distribution of the seed, and will visit
the various fields during the season.
To prevent Infection should the potatoes carry any harmful skin disease,
all this seed was treated to a solution
of ormalln.
Another feature of the school work
for the week was the domestlo science
section given for the benefit of the
farmers' wives. Classes were held
daily for a .week. The attendance
showed that there was a decided in
terest manifested in all things pertaining to domestic economy. At
these sessions lectures and practical
demonstrations were given on various
phases of cooking, sewing and home
sanitation. ,
The many Inquiries received at the
experiment station regarding cultural
methods, crops to grow, seed per acre,
etc., indicate that the Movable school
awakened considerable interest, and
all the farmers In the district have ex'
pressed hopes that the state will m?
a permanent feature of the movable

a
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Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
tion. For further information. Call on or write.
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The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for
moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill our
prescription.
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tion of packing house products and
FEDERAL APPROPRIATIONS
fresh meats in the southern territory,
Washington, June 4. The sundry
the rates for which should not exceed civil appropriation hill reported to
j
130 per cent of the carload rates on the houBe today, carries an Item of
packing house products and ISO per $50,000 for commencing work on the
For sign painting see Hermann, cent of the carload rates on fresn Grand Junction federal building;
meats.
for commencing the Casper, Wyo.,
429 Grand. Fountain square.
s
$10,000 for commencing the
A.
Paulson
of
building;
Vsnley l
Hagerman
Douglas, Wyoming, building; $15,0000
was in Las Vegas today on business.
for completing the Rock Springs, Wyo
Local view post cards at Schaetefs.
YOUNG NEWSPAPER ming
35 subjects." Always something new.
building, and $20,000 for com
the Roswell, N. M., building;
David
mornpletlng
J.
let
this
Judge
Leahy
also an item of $3,t'00 for the Wyo
ing for Santa Fe on a brief business
MAN DIES HERE ming fish cultural station.
visit.
Colonel M. M. Padgett left this afternoon on a short business trip to
'TO INVESTIGATE "TRUST."
LESTER SMITH, SON OF CHICAGO
Santa Fe,
June 4. The money
Washington,
SPORT WRITER, VICTIM
Secundino Romero returned this
trust investigation will be taken up
OF TUBERCULOSIS.
afternoon from a short business trip
in New York Thursday.
The bank
to Denver.
and
currency committee of the house
Lester Smith, son of Ed Smith,
C. D. Black and E. S. Crooks were
came to that decision. Prelim
editor of jhe Chicago Amer- today
in Lag Vegas today from their farms sporting
ican, died this morning at 1 o'clock inary bearings will be held in the
on the mesa.
at Saint Anthony's sanitarium. The clearing house and the stock ex
Louis Rosenback of Albuquerque arman arrived from
Phbenix change.
rived this afternoon from his home in youug
about ten days ago to join his moththe Duke City on business.
NEW YORK MONEY
er and sisters, who came to Las VeSherif Roman Gallegos and Deputy!
New York, June 4. Call money 2Ya
gas preceding the father, Ed Smith,
Felipe Lopez returned last night from who
3; Prime paper
Mexican
planned to be here during the
a brief business trip to Santa Fe
dollars 48 cents.
before
Julv
period
4,
the
occasion
of
W. B. Martin, the land man of Chi- the Johnson-Flynbout. Young Mr.
cago. returned last night from a short
A sprained ankl-ma- y
Smith
as a rule he
had been in Phoenix six
business trip to Wagon Mound.
in from three to four days by
cured
months
to
to
previous
Las
coming
Santa Fe Division Superintendent
applying Chamberlain s Liniment and
F. L. Myers left this afternoon lni Vegas, having gone to Arizona last observing the directions with each
his private car on train No. 1 for October for his health. The young bottle. For sale by all dealers.
man suffered an attack of pneumonia
Santa Fe. "
while on a trip with the Chicago
There is no real need of anyone be. Mis. Katharyn Drake, who has boen
white Sox during the spring of 1911, ing troubled with constipation. Chamthe guest it Miss Helen Kelly for the
as special correspondent of the 'Chi- berlain's Tablets will cause an &6iee-obl- e
movement of the bowelr without
past ten days, will leave tomorrow for
cago Post. Tuberculosis developed any unpleasant effect Give them a
her home In Hodges. .
as a result of this sickness and was trial. For sale by all dealers.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bailey left last
the cause pf his death.
night for Colorado
Springs where
For the past several days Mr.
'MERRY THOUGHT'
they will spend a short time visiting
Smith's
condition has been serious
friends and relatives.
Mrs. J. M. Abercrombie and chil though early last evening .it was Amusing Trifle That Makes Simple
that he was improving. The
Present or Attrctlve Article for
dren,' who have been In Las Vegas for thought,
8ale at a Bazar.
the past week, 'left this morning for altitude here was too nigh for him
and plans were being made for his retheir home in Antonchiio.
Is no
A "Merry Thought"
Senator Edwards of New Jersey, moval to Dodge City, Kansas.
new idea, but it makes an amusing
Lester
Smith
was
in
the present for 'an unimportant occasion,
following
will pass through Las Vegas tonight
and was and it forms an attractive little article
on train No. 2 on private car. Pilgrim, footsteps of ha father
en route from California to his home. known as one of the cleverest sport- to prepare for a stall In a bazar.
The bone should be well boiled and
C. S. Strong, Santa Fe superintend ing writers of his age In the middle
to become quite dry, and then the
ent of transportation, passed through west, being a young man with a great left
two ends which form the feet of th
Las Vegas this afternoon on train newspaper future. He was 19 years little figure should be
painted with
No. 7 In his private car en route from of age. He first was employed by the black enamel to represent boots and
Chicago American in the sporting de- the top of the merry thought be treat-the east to Albuquerque.
to the
la the same manner to represent
O. Everitt and Darty, of New partment, later going over
: H.
York City, passed through Las Vegas Chicago Post, in whose employ he a cap, and beneath this a face should
be Indicated, on either side of the
this afternoon In private car Ad was at the time his health broke. He bone.
Is
survived
his
mother
and
father
by
vance, on train No. l en route from
Then three little oapes should be
and three sisters, Mrs. George Stev- cut out and. fitted over the merry
the east to Pasadena, Calif.
Marcus Kelly and son of Albuquer- ens, Miss Lillian Smith and Jeanette
que, were In Laa Vegas yesterday af- Smith, a little girl.
Burial will occur in Chicago and
ternoon and today on business. Mr.
Is probable that the body will be
it
Kelly is agent for the Occidental Life
taken east tomorrow evening on train
Insurance company of Albuquerque.
J. M. Kurn, superintendent of the No. 2. Ed Smith, who is to be head
Western; Grand division of the Santa correspondent for the Johnson-Flyn- n
Fe, passed through Las Vegas last bout, was en route here at the time
night on train No. 8 en route from of his son's death, and did not learn
Albuquerque and the Rio Grande of It until his arrival in Las Vegas
on train No. 1 this afternoon.
valley, to La Junta.
.
J U f . JUv
Harry Herring and F. C. Favllle,
DUCHESS IS ILL
state agents for the' Everitt Automof
Quebec, June 4. The Duchess
bile company, returned yesterday
from Santa Fe where they had Connaught, wife of the governor genbeen several days. They made the eral of Canada, is suffering from
and will have to be taken to
trip acro&s country to the Capital
the
Royal Victoria hospital In Mont
City in an Everitt 6.
real for an operation.
' Dr. A. E. G arrow, a specialist who
had been brought in haste from Mont
RATE FOR real, reached Quebec at 2:50 a, m,
and was driven at once to the citadel
accompanied by two nurses and two
1
IS FIXED officers of the royal household. The
In the way illustrated and tied
duchess was sleeping at the time and thought
round the "neck" with fine twine,
afuntil
the specialist did not see her
which is afterwards covered with ' a
COMMERCE COMMISSION ISSUE8 ter daylight. Dr. Garow's diagnosis piece of narrow ribbon tied in a smart
ORDERS TO SOUTHWESTconfirmed the early fears as to the little bow In front.
To complete this quaint little article
RAILROADS.
ERN
nature of her royal highness' illness.
1 small card Is suspended from the
neck on which Is written:
"NEW YORK METAL
Washington, June 4. Railroads op
a merry thought grown
4.
Silver
New York, June
60; "Once I wasa hen.
erating in the southwest today were
45.35
upon
Tin
16.
commerce
Copper
5017.12;
ordered by the Interstate
Now I am a little slave doomed to
commission to establish for the trans- 46.25; Lead 4.154.25.,
wipe a pen."
portation of packing house products
outer cape should be of scarlet
The
"
LOUIS
ST.
WOOL.,
and fresh meats in carload lots rates
cloth and the other two of black cloth,
steady; so that the marks of the
St. Louis, June 4. Wool
which shall not exceed tne following
pens will not
western mediums 16
and
show upon them.
Oklahoterritory
From
hundred
per
pounds:
fine 10
ma to Kansas City, 17 cents 'on pack- 188; fine mediums 1517;
SEWING HELP OF REAL VALUE
15.
on
cents
26
and
ing house products
fresh meats; from Fort Worth, Tex.,
6crapbag Attached to the Machine II
to Kansas City, 21 cents on packing
an Accessory One Cannot Afford
cents on
house products and 32
to Be Without
fresh meats.
The woman who uses a sewing ma
The commission declined to modify
chine will do well to make herself a
the mileage scale of rates It prescrib- good-size- d
bag, that can be attached
e for the transportation of livestock
to the Side frame of the machine and
from various southwestern points to
used to collect all scraps and bits oi
A substantial, easily digested
thread left from the sewing.
packing houses. It found:
food like "
Select an embroidery hoop 8 inches
That, rates on stock .cattle should
In diameter and cretonne, 16 inches
not exceed 7 per cent of the rates on
long and 14 inches wide. i; Sew the
beef cattle; that the Tates on liveand one side together and turn
endp
Into
from
Oklahoma City and
stock
the edge of the other side over th
Irape-Oufthat point to Kansas City should be
hoop and run a gathering thread in
the hem thus formed. When finished
higher than the rate to Kansas City
draw up the thread the size of the
direct.
hoop and catch it tight This will
That the commission cannot com
means much to the ma a who
make a bag that is gathered on to the
to
same
rates
the
roads
make
the
pel
is ambitious to "get ahead."
hoop and Is amply full In body to hold
from Texas points to Oklahoma City
a goodly number of scraps before It
Grape-Nut- s
carries a raas they have in effect 'from Texas to
Is necessary to empty.
Another sewing help is to have a
tion of true nourishment for
Fort Worth.
pattern bag hung back of the machine.
That the rates on packing house
body and brain which paves
Make Inside pockets to this bag, In
products and fresh meats from Kan
the way to efficient work.
which you can keep the patterns beexnot
snould
sas City and Wichita
longing to the different members ot
ceed by more than 2 cents a hum
the family: Have also two extra pock''There's a Reason"
ets that hold patterns of fancy aprons,
dred pounds, the rates from Oklahoma City to destinations in Georgia,
bags or dress accessories.
A deal of time and strength can be
Alabama, Florida ana other points in
saved in the hunting of patterns and
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd..
the southeastern territory.
picking up bits off the floor If your
Bittle Creek, Mich.
That the railroads should establish
machine is equipped with these two
a peddlar car service for tne dfstribu- handy bags.

PERSONALS

130,-00-

34;

a
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Here
one more of our
usual and attractive bargains.
We were fortunate

in

se-

curing: a new and

lot of lingerie dresses at a
greatly reduced price.
Come and see them.
We will convince you that
they are real bargains.

HoJfnian

&

Graobarlli

(The Popular Priced Store)
Ageon for The New Ida

Kfc

Pattern!

Phone Mam 104.

BRAIDS AND PUFFS MADE
-T-

O

ORDER

OF HUMAN HAIR to match
any shade. Will also make
up youf combings. .
AT TAIOIEBT'S

VEGAS 340

PHONE

Late De Luxe
$

REGULAR DINNER

I
I
$

25
SUNDAY DINNER
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

I

BARNES & RUSH,

Props.

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO
S

i

IS

'I ti

M

JUUU

0

1

mifjj.i
bill L
1

1
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GFFICIAUfllSPENSER GF
OLD
COOHS

EIPY WHISKEY
GOLDEN BEER ON

"DHAL'GH- TAll

Brands of BoUled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited
Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.

AVE.
515 DOUGLAS
Come and Try Your Luck

n t

TUESDAY. JUNE 4, 1912.

PEN-WIPE-

R

pen-wip- er

mSIm1

OHIO CONVENTION

0

s

Sold by Druynlsts, 7jc.

Take Hall's Family IIHs for

Teddy Says Little.
It Is now well known that not more
New York, June 4. The only comthan one case ot rheumatism in ten
ment Colonel Roosevelt would make requires any internal treatment whattoday concerning the result at Colum- ever. All that la needed is a free ap-

plication of Chamberlain's Liclmeut
and massaging the parts at each application. Try it and see how quickly it will relieve the pain and soreness. Sold by all dealers.

GET8 ALL SIX DELE- - bus in the selection of the six
for President Tart was
TO THE
this:
!
, NATIONAL GATHERING.
,
"I will refer you to what 1 said
in my statement last night about the
Columbus, O.,- June 4. President Ohio situation."
Taft won in the flgfti- for Ohio's six
In this statement the colonel said
e
delegates-at-largto the (republican that
"notwithstanding a majority of
natlonai convention at the state
y
30,000 against Mr. Taft at the Ohio
by a vote of 330& to 362.
primaries, the Taft managers Un
The first actual test of 'delegates Ohio are
straining every nerve and
gave Taft a victory by a vote of 333V4
every means to upset the peo
using
to 309, when the majority report
ple's verdict and give the delegates- endorsing President Taft's admlnls-- j
of Ohio to the man whom
tration, was adopted. On the mi- Ohio by
overwhelming majority denority report endorsing Roosevelt, clared ought not to have them."
Cuyahoga county, (Cleveland) voted
PRESIDENT
GATES-AT-LAR-

-

Each age of our live has Its Joys.
Old people should be happy, and they
will be If Chamberlain's Tablets are
taken to strengthen the digestion and
keep the bowels regular. These tab
lets are mild and gentle to their action and especially suitable for people
of middle age and older. For sale by
all dealers.

v

-

con-toda-

for Taft, 8 for Roosevelt Montgomery county (Dayton) gave Its delegation of 29 tor Taft Lucas county
(Toledo) gave its solid delegation of
22 for Roosevelt
Immediately after the election of
the Taft delegates and alternates the
convention recessed until July 2
when a state ticket will be named.
These! Taft delegates-aWarg- e
were
named.
Delegates Senator Theodore E.
Burton, Harry M. Daugherty, Warren O. Harding, Charles P. Taft Ar
thur I. Vorys, D. J. Cable, Taft's vic
tory in Cleveland and his strength in
the cities gave him his victory.
Warren G. Harding former candidate for governor, who addressed the
convention for .President Taft. was
hissed by Roosevelt supporters when
he declared that in suDDortlne tha
former president "they were
driving
45

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

FOR RENT One, two or three n'.cn
MARGARET SANGSTER DEAD
rooms with bath. Price low. 102;
New York; June 4. Margaret E.
Third street
Sangster, the author, died today at her
home In Glen Ridge, New Jersey.
WANTED Room and board In pri--

vate family pf refinement by lady
past middle age. Wishes to avoid
contact with healthseekers. State
terms. Address , Box SS.

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness, and that la by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by "an
Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and

D--

FRYERS

when it is entirely closed, deafness is
the reult and unless the inflammation can be taken out ana this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot he cured by Hall's
Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.

HOTEL

Wagon Mound, New Mexico
40 miles north of Las Vegas

On Ocean to Ocean Road

Rate3 $3.00 Per Day
HBMrYIIS

Capital Paid in

$100,000.00

J. M. CUNNINOHAn
FRANK. SPklNUfcR,

Pt'Mnt

;

Vlce-Prlle-

MFvi

.2

Surplus
enn nnn nn

k

SJ

J
LAS VEGAS

Qy

mi

D.

T.

HOSKINS,

:

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

ill

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Wm. G. Ilaydon
II. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

Interest PaJd on Deposis
3

BEAR

Food
Helps!

their Titanic full speed ahead into
the Ice."

TAFT HOLES THE

WAd41

V7Y IT PAYS

--

TO' BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in 'his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
.
only m making the goods fight, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
,
good secure repeat orders.
hot
The advertising is
only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
,
money in telling others of their goodness.
,

,

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

feihl.r

H
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BUSINESS

,

,

..DIRECTORY
THOMAS J.MORTJMER
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING

8121D0UGLAS AVENUE

c turn ALU OT EL
rjHS.ZR. fllHT, Prop

Cor. Grand andDouglas Ave.
ast Las Vegas, N. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

Ettray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice ii hereby given to whom It
Notice Is hereby given to whom !t
may concern that the following de- may concern that the following described, estray animal waa taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
k. W. Boulware, Roy, N. M,
J. S. Morgan, Alamogordo.
One bay, female colt 7 or
One bay horse about 4
8
old,
13
650
weighing 625 lbs., II
years
hands high.
lbs.,
years,
'
hands.
Branded
t
LBranded
On left shoulder
-J
On
left hip
to
this
unknown
Said animal being
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this
before June 22, 1912, said date being Board, unless claimed by owner on or
10 days after last appearance of this before June
22.1912, said date being
advertisement, said estray will be sold 10 days after last appearance of this
by this Board for the-- benefit of the advertisement, said estray will be sold
owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit of lie
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
owner when found.
To-wl- t:

1st. pub. June

II. Lorenzen

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
DEALER IN

Heavy Hardware and J

reht Hn

P""
Branded
On right ribs
I 1
Branded
,
L . 1
On left ribs
Branded
f"1
On left hip
'
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, Bald date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

in

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. Juno 12, '12

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given. to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
Calletano Martinez, North "Des Moines,
CLAY AND HAVENS
One bay mare about ID
weighing 650 lbs.
years,
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables,
Branded
A
On left shoulder
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
Branded
1202 National Ave
Phone Main 71
On
To-wl- t:

left

r"i
LJ

hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or

Branded
On left hip

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, said 'late being
10 daya after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

1st

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Felipe Valdez, Lumberton, N. M.
One sorrel mare 2 or 3
feet high.
years, 600 lbs., 4
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wi- t:

1st

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.

before June 22, 1912, said date being
Estray Advertisement
10 days after last appearance of this
Notice is hereby given to whom it
advertisement, said estray will be sold may concern that the following de
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR by this Board for the benefit of the scribed estray animal was taken up by
owner when found.
Hal Cox, Organ City.
,
Phone Main 40.
Blxth and Douglas.
One dun mare, 7 years
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
old, 600 lbs.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
1st. pub. June 1, laat pub. June 12, '12
On left hip
PETER P. MACKEL
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Notice is hereby given to whom it Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging may concern that the following de before June 22, 1912, said date being
and Glazing.
scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padillaa.
t:
9
Old
Town
One
West Side Plaza
year old black horse by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
about 700 lbs.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
THE ROMERO ADV. CO On left hip
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12,
Said animal being unknown to this
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
SIGNS FOR YOUR
Estray Advertisement
before June 22, 1912, said date being
Notice is hereby given to whom it
OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY 10 days after last appearance of this
may concern that the following deMuslin Signs, Office Lettering
advertisement, said estray will be sold scribed estray animal was taken up by
by this Board for the benefit of the C. T., Turmey, Mesilla Park.
Window Display Card
owner when found.
One red and whlte spotted
'Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Yellow Front
cow, 750 lbs., 7 or 8 years.
SEE JENSEN

JOHN N. KINNEY

To-wl- t:

....

To-wl-

To-wl- t:

Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.

Branded
On right ribs

Said
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Notice is hereby given to whom it before June 22, 1912, said date being
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and may concern tbat the following de 10 days after last appearance of this
scribed estray animal was taken up by advertisement, said estray will be sold
General Repairing
Marcelino Sanchez, Los Padlllas.
520-6tby this Board for the benefit of the
Street
E. Las Vegas
one bay horse, 12 years owner when found.
old, weighing 800 lbs.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
There Is no real need of anyone beOn left hip
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12
Chamtroubled with
h

ro-wi- t:

,

ing
constipation.
berlain's Tablets will cause an agree.Said animal being unknown to this
able movement of the bowels without Board, unless claimed by owner on or
any unpleasant effect. Give them a before June 22, 1912, said date "being
trial. For sale by all dealers.
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N M.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.

ik

"

')

"y

i.., Mima

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby, given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
A. R. Carnahan, Sherman, N. M.
t:
One dark dun blaze face,
black mane and tall, horse, about 675
lbs., 13 hands high, 7 or or 8 years
To-wi-

liGood

C V

2xha

J

LrvJ

old ice man! How anxiously
we wartch for him if somebody Is ill
or there is a party on and the Icecream Is not made! Yru're doubly
anxious, however, if it's our ice you're
waiting on for you know we handle
only the best. You also know that
our delivery of ice is prompt and that
you wont have to wait. There's a
Isn't
pleasure in (that knowledge,

old.

Branded
f"""I
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, said data being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

LJ

there?
THE CRYSTAL ICE
Phone Main 227

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom H
may concern that the following described estray animal waa taken np by
W. G. Kobold, Mcintosh.
One sorrel stallion blazed
face, 700 lbs., 3 years.
To-wi- t:

Branded

f

On right hip

, Branded

"

I

j
C

u

-

1st. pub. June

CO.

1st

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.

1,

Albuquerque, N. M.
last pub. June 12, '12.
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

g CHAPMAN

NO.
LODGE
LOOSE NO t, A. F. 4 EL
DORADO
t,
PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
OF
A M. K(fuiax com-very Monday ara
munleaUoo
drat and
,
m
"W
W A'
11
man in OMtle HaU.
In ax
mri
Thursday
t
Vlsltim Knight ars
month. Visiting broth--'
V era
Invited.
lly
I f9
cordially invited
x
- 1r4CCha
E.
fjebeaa- RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- N. O. Herman, W. M.;
. B. Murray,
''- - n1r Cbaneelloj
,
TISEMENTS
Secretary.
Harry
j Commander.
Martin, Keeper 'A
&
Five cent per line each Insertion. LAS
VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
V. t; ;
Kx:rda and Seal
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Res
No ad to occupy less space than two
-ooacUve aeora4 Tealine. All advertla menta charged
in each mouth at Ma- B. P. O ELKS Meets seoond tM
day
will be booked at space actually set,
fourth Tussday evening of eeas
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
without regard to number of words
VlaltlB
month at O. R. C hall.
Re
Boucher, & C; Cha. Tamme,
Cash In advance preferred.
brothers are cordially Invited. Gee
corder.
H. Hunker, Exaltwt KuUr: n
Condon, Secretary
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
ATTOUNKY8
tion first Monday In each

r nr nr.. w
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For Rent

-

a

FOR RENT Two room
Estray Advertisement
furnished MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC
Notice is hereby given to whom it
house. 921 Lincoln.
Meet in the forest of brother
may concern that the following delove at Woodmen of the Wo
scribed estray animal was taken up by FOR RENT Furnished rooms.
Mrs.
halL on the second and fourth F
Nick Montoya, Golden.
Dell Chambers, 710 Grand avenue.
day of each month aC8 p. m. C Cl
One sorrel horse, 2 hind
Consul; G. Laemmla,' Clerk. Vis)
logs white, 700 lbs.. 11 ol- 12 hands
w
Ing neighbors are especially
high.
Sales
come and cordially invited.
Branded
On left hip
FOR SALE Heavy draught team, harness and wagon. Call at Optic of- J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54t
Said animal being unknown to this
I. O. of B. B. Meeta
every flrg
fice.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Tuesday of the month in the veetrj
before June 22, 1912, said date being
rooms of Temple Monteflore at f
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
before May 3, 1912, said date being
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers 'are
12
hai.j- chicks,
per 100. Orders
10 days after last' appearance of this
Isaac Appal
cordially Invited
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevadvertisement, said estray will be sold
Charles
Sec
President;
Greenclay,
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
by this Board for the benefit of the
retary.
owner wten found.
CA'rTLE SANITARY BOARD,
KNIGHTS OF
To-wi-

-

For

Miscellaneous

1,

Albuquerque, N. M.
last pub. June 12, '12. AGENTS

Estray Advertisement

-

Notice Is hereby given to whom "it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Rocky Mt Supply Co., Koehler. ,
One sorrel mare, 13 hands
high.
To-wl- t:

'r
Branded
'
Ol
'
On left hip
Said animal being unknown- to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912," said date l eing
10 daya after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefitof the
owner when found.

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,.
.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12,

Lest

1.

HUNKER

Las Vega,

rheumatism. "I cot. iimt nf i.v,inrKidney Pills and eiter takiu? thorn for
a iew aays there was 8 wonderful
change in my case, for the vain entirely left my back inri liln anil T nm
thankful there s such a medicine as
Foley Kidney Piils." O. O Shaefer m
and Red Cross Drug Co.
1
When your Child has whnnnlnabe careful to kpen thA pnnsrh
loose and expectoration easy by giving
unamDeriain s cough Remedy as may
be required. This remedy will also
liauify the toue-- mnnna unil mnlio ft
easier to expectorate.. It has been used successfully in many epidemics and
is sare ana sure. For sale by all
dealers.
COUfrh

PUT

AN

END TO IT

Charles Sable, 30 Cook St.. Rochester, N. Y., says he recommends Foley
Kidney Pills at every opportunity because they gave him prompt relief
from a bad case of kidney trouble
that had long bothered him. Such
a recommendation, coming from Mr.
Sable, Is direct and convincing evidence of the great curative Dualities
of. Foley Kidney Pflls. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

.

Old papers tor sale.

Optic office,

New Maxls

TIME CASOi

LOCAL

EAST BOUND
Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

Kepim

9:10 p. m
9:15 p. m
.
4. ...11:05 p m
11:10 p.
1:25 a. sv
8.... 1:15 a. m
10.... 1:45 p.m...... 2:10 p. u.
2

WEST BOUr.U
No.
.1:45 p. m
p. m.
No. 3
6:10 a. m.
6:15 p. av
No. 7
4:40 p. m..... ..4:50 n. r
No. 9...., .6:35 p. m.....7:00 p. at

l......l:20

A CARD

'

This Is to certify that Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound does not contain
opiates, any habit forming drugs, or
any ingredients that could possibly
harm its users. On the contrary. Its
great healing and soothing qualities
make it a real remedy for coughs,
colds and irritations of the throat
chest and lungs. The genuine Is in a
yellow package. Ask for Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and accept no'
substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
Helped to Keep Down Expenses
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich., tells
how she did so: "I was bothered
with my kidneys and had to go nearly
double. I tried a sample of Foley
Kidney Pills and they did me so much
good that I bought a bottle, and feel
that they saved me a big doctor's
bill." O. G. Schaefer and Rcl
Drug Co.
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
a farmer living near Covena, Ga.,
says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and find them to be all you
claim for them. They gave me almost
irstant relief when my kidney.) were
sluggish and Inactive. I can cheerfully
recommend them to all sufferers from
kidney troubles." O. G. Schaeffl" and
Red Cross Drug Co.

Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer
VJHedgoock, cemetery trustee.

C.

RETAIL PRICES

,

Mrs. M. A. MoTjmpMIti rtio !
ct
LaCross. Wis.. Wrlfpst tbnr oht cliffy,.- ed all kinds of pains in her back and
uips on account of kidney trounl-- j and

A HUNKER

Chester A Huiii
Hunker
Attorneys at Law,

Geo. H.

When Buying, Buy Only the Best
Costs no more but gives the, best
Results
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuet.
H. L. Blomquist Esdaile, Wis., says
day evenings eat'h month, at Wood his wife considers Foley's Honey an!
man hall. Visiting Brothers coj Tar Compound the best cough cure
dially limited to attend. A. M on the market "She ha3 tried vaAdler, President; E. C. Ward. Se rious kinds but Foley's gives the best
result of all." O. G. Schaefer and
retary.
Red Cross Drug Co.

LOST, strayed or stolen from pasture
four miles east of Onava, small
bay pony, top half of mane rubbed
off, with saddle, bridle and"' rope.
Reward for information leading to
return to owner. D. H. Kunkle,
Box 404, East Las Vegas, or Investment and Agency Corporation.

-

con-ditio- n

O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meeta every Monday evening a
their haU on Sixth atreet All visit
ing brethren cordially invited to at
tend. J D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Frank. Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood

I. O.

e

Brohn.

THEY

G,

1

small bay horse, also
harness and open buggy with red
gear. Horse branded TM on left
hip. Suitable reward for any information leading to recovery. Ben

."

4

building. Visiting member are r
dially invied. Peter Emenaker,
K., Richard Devine, F. S.

Sto!cn
STOLEN--On-

COLUMBUS, COUNC;
Meets second and
In O. R C. hall. Pion

.NO. 804.

making flO daily selling
"Titanic Disaster" book and "Roose-velt and His Policies." Prices f 1.00
and $1.50; 50
commission; 607o
to general agents; freight paid; credit given; outfits free. International Bible House, Dept. P., Perry
Bldg., Philadelphia.

CATTLE 3ANITARY BOARD,
'
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.

To-wl- t:

4

'fular

'

1st. pub. June

HAND LEI

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

A

II

i i

GOODS

Wanted

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube Is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when It is entirely closed, deafness is
Advertisement
Estray
the result and unless the inflammaNotice Is hereby given to whom It tion can be taken out and this tube
may concern that the following de- restored to Its normal condition, hearscribed estray animal was taken up by ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
Wm. Gallagher, Elizabethtown.
which is nothing but an inflamed
3
mare
One bay
years old,
of the mucous surfaces.
white face, 11 hands high, 700 lbs.
We' will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
Branded
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's
On right hip
Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
Branded
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
On left hip
Take
Hall's Family Pills for
Said animal being unknown to this
To-wi-

sa

BEST

To-wl-

To-wl-

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by1 owner on or
before June 22, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.

wsa

ORDER! AND REQULAft DINNERS

moath at Itaaonlo TemHi ,.11..
i t j'
J S '
ple, at 7:S0 p. m. M. E.
Hi,
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
William, H. P.; F. O.
Blood. Secretary.
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
A. R. Kutz, Lumberton.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
One bay horse, about 600
8 Meet Erst and third Fridays in
feet high, 2 or S years,
lbs., 4
HaaoaJa Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Branded
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
On left shoulder.
I,J
Worthy Patron; lira. George Tripp,
Men and teams for
Secretary. Phone Main 129, 120
Said animal being unknown to thla WANTED
Grand avenue.
freighting lumber. Steady work;
Board, unless olalmed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, said date being
good pay. Apply Leonard & Cousin.
10 days after last appearance of this
East Las Vegas qr Sands, N. M. FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Meeta every Monday
advertisement, said estray will be sold
night at
O. R. C Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
by this Board for the benefit of the
8 o'clock.
owner when found.
Vlsltlna- members are
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
El Gehrlng.
cordially welcome,
FOR RENT First class Underwood
Albuquerque, N. M.
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
1st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12. typewriter. Telephone Olive 5242.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Rocky Mt Supply Co., Koehler, N. M.
One bay horse, white strip
in face, 14 hands high, 8 or 9 years.
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
to
4t
Notice is hereby given
whom
before June 22, 1912, said date being
may concern that the following de 10
days after last appearance of this
scribed estray animal was taken np by
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
Hal Cox, Organ City.
t:
One roan horse 2 years, by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
t
500 lbs.
Branded
On left shoulder

m

SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. June 1, last pub. June) 12. '11

CAFF

LOBBY BEST AURA NT AfJD
MOKT

THE

CATTLE

1st

TDE

HE COPTIC!

T

days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for tha benefit of the
owner when found.
10

animal being unknown to this 1st

H. C. YOUNG

EyH'iliW"l

Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, sa' 1 date bting

To-wi- t:

I

Wtg'on Material

Fountain Square

1912.

4,

To-wl- t:

tU

A.

OPTIC, TUESDAY, JUNE

On right Jaw
Estray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Notice Is hereby given to whom It before June 22, 1912, said date
may concern that the following debeing
scribed estray animal waa taken up by may concern that the following de- 10 days after last appearance of this
scribed estray animal waa taken up by advertisement, said
W. M. Shipp, Taiban, N. M.
estray will be aold
One red white faced fe Charlie Hackett Corona.
by this Board for the benefit of the
handsOne roan horse, 700 lbs owner
male cow about 9 years, 12
when found.
hands high.
j years, 13
high.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
rin

Business

.

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12

,

Branded

Grand Ave
Phone Main 447

Garage

1,

Albuquerque, N. .M.
last pub. June 12. '12.

1st

416

General

To-wl-

-

M BIEHL, Propietor

VEOAS DAILY

tba. or Mora, EaoA Delivery
to 24CS fee, Eaak Delivery
8Sfl lbs. t 1,00 lbs Eaet, Delivery
6 lb, to '
Ibe Eaeh DoUvary
Lata Than St lbs,, Each Delivery
MC--i

LGtS

.'

lb,

AGUA

PURA

20c
2So

lu

..

C O M

1C3

pr

jga

par

let

4o per
BSc

194 lot.

per
per

10

Ik.

!.

lb.

lbs.

P AN Y

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

r- -s

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whorn
anion; al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here."
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper- want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
P
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any ft
'
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are jead by all possible
buyers, of al
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LAft VEGAS DAILY

wilderness. Ilia genuine, genial good
feeling lor all humanity is stamped
upon Lis countenance and radiates
to all who come within bis influence
Long live Illram
Harvey! gaya all
Las Vegas and fs echoed by friends
from every state of the union.'

I

HONORED PIONEER CELEBRATES

--

I

30TH ANNIVERSARY OF HIS ARRIVAL

OPTIC TUESDAY, JUNE

4, 1912.

What's The Matter
With Your Baby?

d

s

e

-

TPTs

ft

i

a

it
?

i
t

1UO

FOR TSISS WEEK

OIILY

LADIES MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
$3.00 Skirts.

Skirts..
2.00 Skins
1.50 Skirts.
2.50

$1.75

$2.50 Gowns

$1.75

1.25

2.25 Gowns

1.50

1.00

1.75 Gowns

1.25

75c

1.00 Gowns

65c

CORSET COVERS

DRAWEES

$1,00 Corset Covers..

65c

$2.00 Drawers

..$1.50

75c Corset Covers

50c

1.75 Drawers

1.25

50c Corset Covers

35c

1.50 Drawers

1,00 l4

35c Corset Covers

19c

1.00 Drawers

HOMESTEAD

IMPORTANT

WEST

,

ir rv

an

The young mother and many an St, Pueblo, Colo., and Mrs. Ida A. Blin
old one, too is often puzzled to know ker, 735 So. Grant St., Denver, Colo.,
the cause of ber child's 111 nature. the only laxative given is Dr. Cald
The loudness of its crying does not well's Syrup-PepsiIt has been
necessarily indicate the seriousness found to answer most perfectly all
of its trouble. It may have nothing the purposes of a laxative, and its
more the matter with it than a bead- - very mildness and freedom from gripache or a feeling of general dullness. ing recommend it especially for the
It cannot, of course, describe its feel use of children, women, and old folks
lngs, but as a preliminary measure generally people who need a gent'o
you are safe In trying a mild laxative. bowel stimulant Thousands of AmerNino times out of ten, you will find ican families have been enthusiastic
it is all the child needs, for its rest about it for more than a quarter cf

listing of a tunnel of 150 feet and a
WIRELESS CONFERENCE
shaft 50 or more feet deep, also GarIxjndoii, June i. The leading na
spring-festream draining the liar--. net peak where the
tions of the world are officially rep
rey valley is a succession of beautigem may be found Imbedded in the resented at the International Radio- one
dropping rock. There, too, Is the signal tree,
ful cascades, the last
conference which assem
over a cliff some 75 feet into a basin an old aspen carved with strange fig Telegraphic
bled in London today to discuss the
surideal
of solid rock all set off by
ures by Indian predecessors of Mr. International status of wireless tele
roundings of precipices, mosses, Harvey. On a portion of the place
graphy and uniform laws for its regu
ferns, deep reeu timber and cavern-lik- there were found many relics of the lation and control. The
large attend
openings in the walls of rock.
Indians, such as arrow and spear ance and the
interest man
widespread
Following down the gorge from heads and
pottery but successive ifested in the conference are attribut
have dis ed in a measure to the recent Titanic
Harvey falls one comes to the grand plowingsof the surfa'ce
canyon of the Hermit, a great cliff persed nearly all of these. Doubtless i disaster and the vital nart that wire- lessness and peevishness , are per- a century.
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
haps due to obstruction of the bowfrom 1,500 to 2,000 feet deep be- this mountain meadow had been aiess
p,aved in the re8cue of tne 600 els, and once that has been remedied this
remedy before buying It in the
tween Del Cielo and Hermit peak
persons who were saved. The United the headache, the sluggishness and regular way of a
druggist at fifty
foams
the
and
through which rushes
people of the forest through many States has sent a delegation of nine
the many other evidences of consti- cents or one dollar a large bottle
north fork of the Oalllnas. Granite generations.
members to the conference, among pation and indigestion will quickly
(family size) can have a sample botcliffs rise perpendicular on either
But the climax of scenic Interest is them John
Hays Hammond of Xew disappear.
sent to the home free of charge
side.Hhelr walls beautifully tinted in found at the summit of Elk mountain,
tle
York; Professor Willis I.Moore, chief
Don't give the little one salts, car
browns and reds ana greens and here seven miles west of Harvey's, ll.HOU of the weather
by
simply
addressing Dr. W. B. CaldD
bureau, William
thartio pills or nasty waters, for these
and there carrying on projecting feet above sea, the highest point on
405 Washington, St., Monticello,
chief wireless Inspector of the will act as purgatives, and
well,
Terrall,
they are
ledges fringes flt spruce or fir trees the Las Vegas range of the Rocky department of commerce and labor, too
a child. In the families 111. Your name and addresa on a
for
strong
in
nature
the
seemingly
mountains. Here is viewed the grand and Professor Arthur G. Webster of
planted by
of Mrs. S. S. Slaughter, 13251 Spruce postal will dd.
solid rock. There are great moraines basin of the head of the Pecos river Clark
University. 'Rear Admiral John
of splintered rock and huge boulders inclosed by the Santa Fe Rockies oa R. Edwards is chairman of the dele
cultivation herein provided shall De
that have been broken from the clifis the west and north, a rani?e running gation. The Canadian representarequired, hut the secretary of the inare
LAW
There
and
frost
from 12,000 to
by
gravitation.
feet in height, tives are G. P. Besbarats, deputy min
terior may, upon a satisfactory showlittle parklike spaces crowded with the timber line drawn like a pencil ister of the navy, and C. P. Edwards,
ing, under rules and regulations prewild flowers of many and beautiful mark along Its forested acclivities. dominion
superintendent of wireless.
scribed by. him, reduce the required
varieties and deep pools In the stream In this great mountain-fenceTO
area
area of cultivation; irovlded that the
where one may catch glimpses of the embraced in the Pecos national forTO DIVERT IMMIGRATION
above provision as to cultivation
4.
one
June
Nearly
speckled mountain trout In their na- est the government desires to estabWash.,
Seattle,
shall not apply to entries under what
tive home.
lish a nRtlonal game preserve for the thousand delegates are in the, city to
is commonly known as the Kincaid
Hermit peak, whose western walls propagation of big game td be dis- attend th( Northwestern Development
or entry under the act of June
act,'
Inface the Harvey valley, Is an enor tributed throughout the national for-- consTess, which opens tomorrow.
17, 1902, a reclamation act, and that
in
mous up thrust of solid rock rising ests of the Rocky mountains.
fluential
every
Offidelegations,
nearly
SENATOR
FALL SAYS IT WILL the
provisions of this ' section rela10,500 feet above sea and some 3,000 cials of the biological survey have de- instance headed by the governor of thp
SAVE THE HOMES OF
tive to the homestead period shall
feet above Its foot In the waters of clared that no more suitable place tor state, are on hand from California,
THOUSANDS.
apply to all unprotected entries as
the stream In the canyon. On every such a purpose has been discovered Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Washington,
well as entries hereafter made, upon
side but the north Its walls rise sheer by them in the course of their invest- Minnesota, Arizona, Utah, Montana,
Santa Fe, N- M., June 4. United which residence is required; providWyoming, Colorado, South Dakota and
toward the sky, constituting the most igations throughout the ' west
States Sentor Fall brought with ed that the secretary ot the interior
Many matters of imA survey has been made for a North Dakota.
striking natural feature of Las Vehim
from Washington a copy of tha shall within 60 days after the passage
gas' surroundings. Recently rich val grand'' highway to connect the cities portance will be considered during the amendment to the homcJtead law
of this act, send a copy of the sa.i
The
three
principal
days' meeting.
ues of copper, tungsten and some of Las Vegas and Santa, Fe passing
to each, homestead entryman of rec
providing for three-yea- r
homesteads,
ones
be
the
will,
however,
question
In
the
discovered
have
been
gold
through the Harvey ranch, ascending
western
he
and
other
senators
which,
who may be affected thereby, by
of
ord,
a
uniform
and
lands
policy
public
eastern walls of the mountain and Elk mountain, traversing the Pecos
and which ordinary mail 'to his last known adurged,
enthusiastically
which
will
assist
proposed
legislation
min
a
what promises to be profitable
basin, crossing the Pecos stream and
the Northwestern states in more rapid was sent to the president Saturday. dress, and any such entryman may,
ing enterprise Is now being devel- surmounting tlie Santa Fe range.
stem- the tide of Following is the text of the measure: by giving notice within 120 days, afWhat a series of "new sensations" development and to
oped there.
In the house of representatives, U. ter the passage of this act, by reg
to
western
Canada.
Hermit peak Is so named from hav would be given to travelers over a emigration
Resolved
S., March 27, 1912.
that istered letter to the register and reing been the solitary home of a road like this! A work of such magthe bill in the senate 3367 enttiled, ceiver of the local land office, elect
TO TRY NEW DREADNOUGHT
whose journeyings nitude as the building of this thorWashington, June 4. Navali officers 'An act to amend section 20 to 191 to make proof upon his entry, under
be undertaken by
westward from St. Louis oyer the oughfare should
are looking forward with much inter- and section 20 to 197 of the revised the law under which the same was
Santa Fe trail through Kansas In the the government, of course, and it est
to the results of the builders' trial statutes of the United States relating made without regard to the proviearly 'G0a are still remembered by would be in the interest of the whole of the
battleship Arkansas, which are to homesteads do pass with the fol sions of this act- access to vast
old Inhabitants. Here he was vener- people, too, giving
to begin today over the Rockland lowing amendments: Strike out all afSection 2297. If at any time after
ated as a saint and a worker of mir- timber resources, to wonderful scen naval course. The
was built ter the enacting clause and insert: the filing of the affidavit as requirArkansas
acles and & society of native people ery, to most healthful camping sites
by the New York Shipbuilding com- That section 2291 and sections 2297 ed in section 2290 and before the ex
still commemorates his residence on and enabling employes of the forest pany, at Camden, N. J., and Is the be amended to read as follows: No'
piration of the three years mentioned
this lonely, lordly mountain by an an- service to prosecute their duties with
completed dreadnought In the certificate, however, shall be given or in section 2291, if it is proved after
Irrgest
a
nual pilgrimage to Its summit and
economy and dispatch.
world. The trials will occupy about patent issued therefore until the ex due notice to the settler to the satMr. Harvey seated yesterday in the ten
night vigil there when they illumidays, and it is expected the giant piration of three years from t?he date isfaction of the register of the land
old
room
of the
nate the mountain's brow by a series comfortable sitting
war vessel will establish a new world's of such entry and if at the expirat- office, that the person having filed
of huge bonfires which, viewed from home at the ranch around which are record for
speed. She is equipped ion, of said time or at any time with such affidavit has failed to establish
Las Vegas, 20 miles away, give the now grouped by several cabins for with turbine engines and carries a in two
years thereafter tile person residence, within six months after
huge eminence an appearance of guests, the numerous farm biuldings. crew of 500 men. It is said to be the making such entry, or if he be dead, the date of entry, or abandoned the
strange wierdness as if crowned by ample barns and stables, could not first trial trip of a war vessel on which his widow, or in case of her death.
for more than six months at
a diadem of sparkling "gems. The fail to contrast conditions of the lifeboat room is provided for every his heirs or devisees, or in case of a land,time, then and in that event, the
any
history of the hermit so far as known present and the prospective future one on board.
widow making such entry her heirs, land so entered shall revert to the
and his final taking off constitute a with those of thirty years ago when
in case of her death government, provided that the three
or devisees,
tale of mysterious Interest, but "that he first settled upon this homestead MISSOURI SHOOTING TOURNEY proved by himself and by two credit- years period of residence herein fixed
Is another story." The ascent of and one horse with a rude sled com
Mexico, Mo., June 4. The annual able witnesses, that he, she or they, shall date from the establishment of
Hermit peak is one of the adventures prised ghis lmplementsf
meeting and tournament of the Mis- have a habitable house upon the land actual permanent residence upon the
undertaken by many visitors at the when burros were his only means souri Trap Shooters' association opened and have actually resided upon and land.
Harvey place not a dangerous trip, of transportation from the rapch to here today for a three days session, cultivated the same for the term of
And, provided, further, that where
but toilsome, yet rewarded by won- Las Vegas, when venison, fresh killed with many crack shots from all over three years succeeding the time of there may be climatic reasons, sick
derful views of canyons, mountains or salted or pickled, was a principal the state present, a much larger at- filing the affidavit, and makes affi- ness or other unavoidable cause, the
Item of dally fare, with wild turkey tendance is expected on Wednesday davit that no
and far reaching plain.
part of such land has commissioner of the general land of
Then there Is the Point of Rocks on the table at least once each month and Thursday. Some excellent scores been alienated except as provided in fice may, in his discretion allow the
at the end of Del Cielo, giving one of the year, when bear, mountain were made in the preliminaries today. section 2288, and that he, she or they settler twelve months from5 the date
the Impression of being the real lion and coyotes were killed or trapwill bear true allegiance to the gov of the filing in which to commence
ILLINOIS ELKS AT JOLIET
Mumnlne off nlace." the cliffs, a ped within sight of the ho'ise, when
ernment of the United States, then his residence on said land under such
Joliet, 111., June 4. Three days of in such case he, Bhe or they, if at rules and regulations as he may pro
thousand feet and more high, over he was sole resident of the mountain
can- benfeit and
pleasure to Illinois Elks that tUme citizens of the United scribe.'
hanging so that their base can not top and lord of all the hills and
But though t the began here today with the formal
ho iieen from the verge. Here is yons thereabout.
shall be entitled to a patent
The framers of the measure claim
cen- opening of the annual reunion of their States,
spread out out far below a wonder- passing of nearly a third of a
as in other cases provided by law; it will save the homes of thousads
Every local lodge that
ful panorama of Toot hills, stream- tury has wrought so many changes, state organization.
upon1 filing in the case land of of struggling settlqrs in the west by
In Illinois Is represent
courses, villages, fields,, forest and it has not changed the spirit of the of
fice notice of the beginning of such allowing them to gq away for worn
He is yet the same, ed and the convention promises to be
man Harvey.
vast distances.
act, the entryman shall be entitled to while developing their lands.
alone of the most successful ever held
Nearby the Harvey ranch house Is alert, cheerful, kindly soul that
a continuous leave of absence from
the mica mine, now abandoned, con ways welcomed the stranger to the herer
the land for a period not exceeding
five months in each year after estab
DUNKARDS' CONVENTION
lishing residence, and upon the, term
York, Pa., June 4. The yearly con
(nation of such absence the entry- vention of the Old German
Baptist
i1
man shall file a notice of termlnatlo Church of America, commonly called
in the local land office, but in case of the Dunkarc', began its sessions here
commutation, the 14 months' actual today., Thfiusands of delegates and
residence as now required by law visitors are In attendance, the major
i i
must be shown, and the person com- ity of them from Pennsylvania and
i i
muting must be at the time a citi Ohio, though California, Oregon and
I 1
zen of the United States, provided other distant staten are represened,
1
E
that when the person making entry The program covers an entire week,
t J
dies before the offer of the final provides for several sermons by lead
proQf, these succeeding to the entry ing Dunkard ministers, a monster bar
i i
must Bhow that the entryman had becue, a grand song service and
t 3
of the members ol
complied with the law In all respects public
to the date of his death and that they the church.
'
have since complied with the law in
r 3
all respects to the date of his death
f i
and that they have- - since complied
BUCKEYE STATE DEMOCRATS
i
I
with the law in respects as would
Toledo, O., June 4. The democratic
r i
have been required of the entryman. state convention met here today for
r !
had he lived, excepting that they are organization. Candidates will he nam
relieved from any requirement of res ed tomorrow for governor and other
idence upon the land, provided fur state officers to be voted for in Nov
i i
ther that the entryma.n shall In order ember. Congressman James M. Cox
L
to comply with the requirements of of Dayton, Is the most active candi
i. 1 cultivation herein provided for, culti date for the gubernatorial nomination
of Others mentioned for the head of the
I Ji vate not 'ess than
i i
hla
area
with
the
cf
entry,
beginning
ticket are William G. Sharp, of Elyria,
a
the second year of the entry and not State Treasurer David S. Creamer and
less than
beginning with General O. H. Hughes, of He public
the third year of the entryman, had service commission.
he lived, except that in case of entry
under section 6 of the ? enlarged
r 2
JGt
,"Pk J jp
.jp, ..y. w- - ,9s.
J",
m, .ml
homestead laws, double .the area 'of
jr,
Th,0tip prints an the news.;
(Continued From Page Three)
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PRINCESS SLIPS
$2.50 Princess Slips
2.00 Princess Slips
1.75 Princess

V4

,

j
Si

65c

COMBINATION SETS
$2.50 Combination Sets. $1.98
i

Slips..

1.50

2.00 Combination Sets 1.50

..' 1.25

1.75 Combination Sets 1.25

-

CELLERS

DRY

GOODS

STORE

THE STORE THAT SELLS FOR LESS

have'on hand'a complete stock of

We

world-wander-

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Alost Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

LUMBER GO.

LAD

Old Town

Phone Main 150

'

Jefferson Ray nolds President

,

E. D, Raynolds , Vice President

Hai'ett Raynoids Cashier

Stephen'B. Davis Vice President

I
J

H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

SorplcSi and Undivided

PmoFiTS $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

thri-ord- er

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

r:

v

TnlF

w mm

O

f

DANZIGER'S

Call and see

o

9

(0)iilii(

j,

STORE

SOUTH SIDE PLAZA

our SII0F SPECIALS for the next few days

g

Our unprecedented reductions on all loot wear wil
surprise you.

T To)

rki

DEPARTMENT

OLD TOWN

o

A KE

BIG

j,

one-eight- h

.
It

DMIGER

Is now well known

that not more

than one case ot rheumatism in ten
requires any internal treatment whatever. All that is needed is a free application ot Chamberlain's Liniment
and massaging the parts at each application. Try it and see how quickly it will relieve the pain and soreness. Sold by all dealers.

& FO.

Each age of our lives has its Joys.
he happy, and they
will be if Chamberlain's Tablets are
taken to strengthen the digestion and
keep the bowels regular. These tablets are mild and gentlo in their action and especially suitable for people
of middle age and older. For sale by
all dealers.
Old people should

j

i

I

4
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tlQHT

POTATO ES
Some i9ii stock, the best we have
seen in several seasons. Better

than the new.
7 Pounds

THE HANOI: WITH THE REPUTATION

LOCAL NEWS
Dance at Rosenthal

hall

tonight.

Kach one will be served lomonade free
at 10 o'clock.

Tho

The B'Nal E'Rrith will give a dance
this evening In the O. H. C. hall for
Its members and their friends.

Great and Grand HAJESllO

air-tlg'-

LUDVIIQ 17. ILFCLD'2

A new line of those popular "Turkish Cloth" hats In a variety of

At The

A
l

Store That Sells For Less

AT THE STOTE THAT'S ALWAYS

VI!
-

f

)r wI In

Fresh Vegetables
Native Leaf Lettuce

California Head Lettuce
?

BUSY

Green Onions

Radishes

Asparagus

Parsley

- Summer

New Potatoes

Squash

Soup Bunches

Cucumbers

Rhubarb

New Beets
'

New Carrots
'

Celery

Spinach

I

V New Turnips
New Peas & etc.

J. H. STEARNS
-- GROCER-,

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
RBQULAR RETAIL VALUE,

$13.00

d on
several carl on fit of this beautiful dinner-warlarg
purchase enabled tbe manufacturer to give as ma exclusive demlK&
mna ft very low price. We are cbarjrinff part of the cost to "advertising
only ante you to pay a percentage of the actual coat of tbe
expense."Is and
of a beautiful "Oobqios" design and cannot he duplicated In
Ret. It
quality for tass than 14 in any retail china aboro. It Is guaranteed by both
i&e manufacturer and ourselves.
five
There la a coupon iu every sack of LARABKB'B Floor. Send us
in cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
coupons and $3.90
eeoa yon one of these beautiful sets by freight. Address coupons and re
romance to Tbe China Department of the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, Kansas.
Tbe coupons in LABABKE'S Flour are also pood for Rogers BUverwarv
and other valuable premiums.. Ask for descriptive circular.
V?9

d

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Goo-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking

GERMAN-

d"

a Delight

ALL. GROCERS

FOR

SALE

Try aJSacklYou'll Like it.

BY

Try a arum of Old Taylor
at tbe Opera Bar.

Where are you going?
the White Kitchen to get a good
Miss Grace Anderson is reported to
25c meal. Home cooking.
Open day be seriously ill at her home on Sixth
and night
street.
Hello!

To

The Altar society of the Churcn
Thirteen Wells Fargo Express
of the Immaculate Conception will cars, filled with melons, billed from
meet tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. Deming tc the Chicago markets, will
Herber at her home, 910 Tllten,
pass through Las Vegas tomorrow afternoon running as a second section
of Santa Fe train No. 10. 1 here were
Jack Johnson is building bleachers two cars pt melons on train No. id
all around his boxing platform at his this afternoon.
residence on the West side. Johnson
The county commissioners today beenjoya publicity and does not object
to providing accommodations for his gan Bitting as a board of equalization
visitors.
and were requested 'by a number of
citizens to adjust assessments. The
H. T. Newby of Wagon Mound has board will remain in session thus for
been employed as a watchman In the several days and persons having any
Santa Fe yards. Special Officer E. R. fault to find with their assessments
Wells, who has been doing night duty should inform the board at once.
will work In the day time from now
until after July 4.
The American Blograph troupe o
65 members will pass through- - Las
The Fortnightly club and the young- Vegas tonight on train No. 8 en
er members of the Las Vegas Com- route from Albuquerque, where they
mercial club will give a dance in the have been for the past four days takparlors of the club tonight Thla is ing' Indian pictures, to New YorR
the first dance of the summer and a City. They will occupy two special
large crowd is expected. The music cars and also will have a baggage
will start at 9 o'clock.
car.
To insure the safety of the public
at night Mayor Taupert has appointed
a police official to remain at police
headquarters from 7 p. m. to 7 a. m.
Ed Ward is holding down this Job
and his official title is turnkey. Any
person desiring the eervioes of a policeman at night should call Main 1H0,
police station.

It was

announced

today

that ac

AO

and velvety like new.
Send in your lace curtains,
we are equiped to handle

The electrical attachment to the bell
In the cltv hall was put in place this
A
morning and all connections made.
thorough test was made and every'
thins now is in readiness for action.
The hell is connected with the telephone excange and all fire and police
calls will be turned in from thera.
There is, howeevr, an alarm hlx at the
foot of the city hall tower, from
which a fire call can be turned In.
The bell also has a rope attachment,
which can he used for council calls,
police calls, and in case the electrical
apparatus gets out of order.

you it is satisfactory.

The Heme of Ttie Best of Everything

Eatile

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

Fresh Kansas City and Native fleats,

saloon.

Thirteen persons were arraigned
Judge D. R. Murray during the
mnnth nf Mv. on various minor
charees. Nine were taken 'before him
on the charge of drunkenness, two for
voo'n.nr.T on twn for fiehtine. The
nollce department has given all bums
orders to move pn and only those who
failed to heed the first warning were
The
1,
V,ofnro ttio TWlHcfl 1UdEO.
LftU
,iuiv
month closed with but two occupants
In the city cooler, which number has
not been Increase up to date.

Our work in Navajo Blankets is pleasing all who see it,
our method leaves them soft

Phone Miid BO;, . 617 Douglit Are

Fresh Chicken, Fish, Smoked an Salt Fish,
Sausages of All Kinds Always,
As Cheap

as Possible Considering Quality.

If you wish to plant any Dahlias this year youshcmld get
them at once:

THE GRAAF

8

HAYVARD CO. STOSE

STRAWS

eef

RECEIVER ASKED FOR

Denver .Colo.. June 4. F. A. Bridge,
second vice president of the Denver,
Laramie and Northwestern 'railroad
company, one of Its stockholders and
a holder of $1,207,496.27 ot its honds,
made application to the district court
today for a reoe,iver for the company.
In his complaint Bridge names w. w.
Garwood and W. E. Green, officers and
directors. Bridge claims the company
is being mismanaged.
"HARVEYS"

each or 2 for 25c

- -

25c each

Also our Collection of 13 for $1.00

R

SPEIib

THE GREAT SUMMER UTILITY
J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON EXCLUSIVE LOCAL AGENTS

IS OPEN

Thirtieth season, Mr, Harvey in
charge. Auto to carriage house, Wed
nesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., return
ing same day. For passage phone
Main 385 or leave order at Murphey's,
Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel.

Everybody

reads Tn

Optic.

Evejpy

visitor in Las Vejjas fo call

upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
t
is one of the show places of Vegas.
For the Choicest of

FISH
SANITARY
BAKERY

Goto

,

15 c

The more staple shapes in Panamas and Soft
Straws seem best for the more sedate. We have
any thing you want in the line of

INJURED

DREADNOUGHT

GOODS

Last Call For Dahlia Roots.

TWO PRICES

The low crownfwide brim sailor for the young
man is very popular.

from sinking.

Florentino Montoya has presented
Jack Johnson with two wild cats captured by him in Canyon Blanco. The
brutes are little more than kRtcns.
Montoya tried to capture the mother
cat but wa6 unable to do so. Johnson
declares he may be able to learn
something about fighting from the
young wild cats. He says he will take
them back to Chicago with him.

street

BLAIIKETS

J. A. Shirley, the second baseman
ot the Las Vegas Maroons, has been
released, and In all probability will
join the baseball aggregation In Daw-BoIt is Baid to be the desire ot
the local management to get lnfleid-er- s
that can take their turn in the
box, and go cut down the number ot
players with the club and lower the
expenses.
Sorenseu, who is a lair
twirler and at the j same time very
good in the lnfield.t will play short,
Lockhart feeing shifted over to second
base.

Our Stock is

Washington, June 4. Information
that the new dreadnaught Arkansas
has met with an accident on her trial
trip off the Maine coast has reached
the navy department The details are
not. yet available but It is thought the
,
ship Is not in danger.
A report to the
navy department
says the "skin" of the ship was badly
or
dented" but not broken by
ridge, hut that efforts will be, made to
continue the trial trips regardless of
the accident
Although the naval board of inspection, headed hy Captain Fechteler, U
aboard the Arkansas, the vessel still is
in the hand of the New York Shlpbulld-nl- g
company of Camden, N. J. The
ship Is being navigated over the trial
The Plaza hatel on the West sida is course by employes of the builders
being renovated throughout and will be and any damage sustained In the
will have to borne by the
opened to guests about June 15. The
hostelry has been leased to a church
The Arkansas scraped along the
society of Wisconsin1, which will operate It. The place will be furnished in rocky ridge for 45 feet. The ship Is
the best posible manner and it; 13 leaking some but not beyond the conplanned to conduct it on first clasa trol of her pumps. Probably the dour
lines.
,
ble bottom alone saved the vessel

commodations in private homes for
600 persons during the period around
July 4 have been listed by the buIn addition to
reau of Information.
cots
have been
for
1,000
these orders
received, which means that accommo
dations for 1,000 persons have been
made up to date. The orders far cots
will be sent in tomorrow by' the bu
reau of information and tomorrow
Juan B. Lucero this morning was
morning will be the last opportunity
of the
to secure cots. A deposit of 60 cents bound over to await the action
TJlibarri
Pablo
Justice
reby
jury
grand
is required with each o.rder, the
of the West side. Lucero was charged
mained to be paid on delivery.
with assaulting Andres Aragon with a
rock. He waived preliminary exami
nation. Aragon is exhibiting a badly
hattered face. The fight between the
two men is alleged to have occurred
Sunday night In the rear of a Bridge

these properly.
Ask those who have tried
this service, they will tell

At

bouroon

Delayed
Straw hat time Is at lasthere.
just brim full of new things.

shapes, Just received at

At The Store That Sells For Cash

H ATS

Though Greatly

RAKGE

Malleabel and Charcoal Iron
Is built on honor of the best materlalit built scientifically
Joints no heat escapes no cold air enters eaves half your fuel bill.
Hundreds or thousands In use every one of them giving complete
satisfaction. You owe it to yourself to know the MAJESTIC RANGE.
Call and. see tbe different styles at

Finch's Golden Wedding Rje, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.

for 25c

STRAW

Buying a range is not an everyday occurrence see to it, tben,
that you get tbe BEST. The first cost of the GREAT MAJESTIC may
be a little more than some others, but the durability the wearing
qualities that enable the GREAT MAJESTIC to outwear three ordinary rafiges makes it much cheaper iu the end.

BOUCHER'S

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

"FORFCAIED
AEPIEOIT

..

GOODS

Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

QUALITY

Noted For
PURITY CLEANLINESS

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

"The Store of Satisfaction"

50sSh PERRY ONION & SON
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

121

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

